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THIS NEW

of a shipment 'of 4
4 New York, Oct. 13. The spec41 three new cars for use on, the 4
4 ulators' corner on the world's 4
4 series baseball tickets was every- - 4
city traction lines arrived today 4
4 where evident here today. Signs 4
4 from the factory in Danville, I1L, 4
4 offering seats for sale at cigar 4
4 and as soon as the workmen at 4
4- - stores
4 the power house can unload It 4
and the theatrical ticket 4
ENTIRE
MORNING
TAKEN
IN
THE
Las
the
of
4 agencies proclaimed it. Young 4
Vegas 4
4 the patrons
EXAMINATION OF ONE JUROR
4- Traction company will
have a 4
4 men with pockets and hands full 4
4- - chance to ride on one of the 4
IN M'NAMARA TRIAL
4 of the tickets patrolled Broad
4- finest
little cars ever made In 4
way.
4.
4 Another proof of the wide- - 4
4 this country.. The cars in use 4
4 by the road at the! present time 4 THE FIRST CHALLENGE USED 4- spread disappointment among the 4
4 are too large for convenience 4
4 followers of the game was pre- - 4
sentedat the headquarters of the 4
4 and it is the Intention of the 4
ATTORNEY8
OBJECT 4 New York Natonal
4 the company to get rid of three 4
League club. 4
4 Between 200 and 300 angry men 4
4 of them and put in their place 4 AND COURT HAD NOT DECIDED MATTER AT NOON
4
4 besieged the office of Secretary 4
4 modern single truck cars.
4 Gray today demanding tickets or 4
4 The new) cars are about two- - 4
4 thslr money back. They were 4
4 thlrda the length of the old ones 4
TO
4 and far better suited to the needs 4 MUCH TIME IS TO BE USED 4 those who had sent mail orders 4
4 for tickets accompanied by 4
4 of the company. In the . first 4
4 place they have entrance on but 4 SO ZEALOU8 IS DEFENSE THAT 4 checks. Today they learned that 4
4 the management had honored 4
4 one side, which will make tt pos- - 4 IT MAY BE MANY DAYS
4 those mall orders which, asked 4 ells of the early days of Guadalupe county town when its
President asserts that the arrangement will prove highly satisfac- 4 Bible for one man to run the oar 4
people
JURY IS SECURED
4 tickets , for the whole series. 4
4 without leaving his place at the 4
were
foiled
selfish
with
interests
of
in
to
one
risk
no
by
man
their
this government, which will collect
tory
4 Those who wanted seats for one 4
4 controller. The platforms of the 4
4- new cars are deeper than on the 4
Los Angeles, Oct. 13. After hours 4 game only were told that their 4
elforfs to make their community a clean and
customs and see that foreign debts are paid.Says
old ones giving passengers more 4 of persistent
questioning, the defense 4 orders had not been filled and 4
;v
decent place in which to live
Monroe docrine is sufficient bond of good faith.
4 room to pass in and out. The 4 in the murder trial of James B,
4 that they would get their money 4
interior of the cars is .beauti- - 4
4next
4
back
weefc
challenged for cause Venire
The crowd became so demons- - 4
4 fully finished in birch and ma- - 4 man Z. T. Nelson, near the end of the
trative - that the guard of two 4
hogany, and the roof Is in bird's 4 morning session.
To those; ho, ftre i, of the opinion This was the condition
13. President would make entangling alliances with
Sacramento, Oct.
in Santa Rosa
Nelson was the first venireman 4 special policeman was doubled. 4-- that the record of the democratic caneye maple. The roof is of the 4
Taft's first important speech in Cali- republics in this hemisphere for the
and in all the plotted addition
proper
de4
The ruling price of tickets for 4 didate for governor, is s spotless as
examined In the trial of the first of
fornia was delivered here today from promotion of a banking contract, since 4 latest approved turtle back
except one. The owner of this one
the steps of the state capitol build- the money for the payment of' the 4 sign with ventilators, in the roof 4 the cases resulting from the explo 4 Saturday's game today was from 4 his supporters havej asserted it to be. addition would not
with
sides. The seats 4 sion which wrecked the Los
$6 to $10 for the $2 tickets, with 4 a perusal of the'' following:
letter, re the respectable element in its effort.,
ing. The president spoke In behalf lebts of the two republics would be 4 instead of the
Angeles 4
41 are of the same type, being com- - 4 Times
a
4 proportionate advance for the 4 ceived todajf'
of the proposed treaties with Nicar- furnished by American interests. An
building a year ago.
may be a to eradicate the evils that then menIn wood.' The 4
From the start, Nelson showed ex- 4 seats regularly costing $3.
4 means of enlighrien'tj-agua and Honduras and vigorously de- other objection discussed by the 4 fortably formed
aced Santa Rosa. This owner evi;
'V V Santa'; Roe'a, N. M.,
fended the policy of the administra president was that the Monroe doc 4 cars have a number of little 4 treme hesitation In answering ques 4 Vice President Sherman was 4
dently
thought it would be very profit4-.y W .fdci,1'6,': 1911. ,
tion, which, he said, "muckraking Jour trine was sufficient bond between 4 improvements, such as an elec- 4 tions put by Attorney Lecompte Davis 4 one of those disappointed in the
able to sell bis property to the class
distribution. His mail order for 4
4 trie sign on the front and he 4 for the defense. This was generally
That "po'liit1c3,'lmatoM' strange bed of persons and for the uses restricted
nals" have labeled "dollar diplomacy. ' the United States and the
n
sides telling where the car Is 4 noticed and it finally brought an ad- 4 a box had been filed and his 4 fellows" has a ylvld illustration in the
4
Broadly speaking. President Taft said
countries.
by the decent owners of all the rest
s
4money was returned.
4 present campaign. The spectacle of of the Santa Rosa property. So this
he proposed treaties with these coun
"It is objected that this is 'dollar 4 bound, and patent roller doors 4 monition from Judge Bordwell.
W. C. McDonald, of Carrizozo, posing (he did. No woman was so
"Have you any opinion that would 444444-4444-4tries before the senate would secure diplomacy, said the president, "and 4 managed from the Inside by the 4
fallen, no
as the representative, and leader of man bo mean and
for them a financial agent in the Uni- that , we ought to have none of it 4 motorman and conductor, the 4 require evidence to remove?" was the
low; but that she
ted States who would settle their Give a dog a bad name and you know 4 same as used on many of the 4 question finally hit upon that brought amite?" interposed Mr. Davis for the
or he could purchase' for cash or on
progressiv ticket la highly amusing installment a lot to engage in the rethe defense.
existing debt on a just basis and who what follows. To calf a piece of 4 new "Pay As You Enter" cars. 4 a direct answer.
4 They are equipped with two 4
r think I have' said Nelson and "No; that is my opinion," was the to peoplaof.,'Sajita' Koea, who have stricted business Thus by "the "wi;h
would point the road to peace and statecraft 'dollar
diplomacy' is to In
4 later amplified this to include "an answer.
peraontu ..iwijuaiuuiiioe wj.ui uie and the will ot this owner; saloons,,
prosperity to the two republics, rich voke the condemnation of the 'muck 4 WestJnghouse motors of
'.
It would take strong evidence to gentleman. As the choice of the pro- dance halls and bawdy bouses sprang
, In natural resources but torn by strife raking Journals,' whose chief capital 4 power eaclj, modern heating, and 4 opinion as to the guilt or innocence
tick
wr
faction
fusion
4'
'"
v
the latest "Armstrong" brakes, 4 of the defendant.?
into existence. In spite of the 'bltfc"
remove his opinion, he said. '
and revolution.'
la In the use of phrases of a lurid
n
The cars are painted in a rich 4
Assistant District Attorney G. Ray. Judge Bordwell then admonished et, the clean, moral,
protests of the better element. Not
The president pointed out the effi- character. The United 'states did not 4
4- dark
trim- - 4 Horton for the state got from Nef1 other veniremen in the room not to gentleman, aJeader Of the'"moral up a lot sold In this addition that luiif
with
green
yellow
cacy of a similar arrangement with enter into this treaty, for the promo 4
and will be quite superior 4 son, briefly a reiteration of the asser- read papers or converse about the lift" element, McDonald is surely a a legitimate value of $5.00, yet'son'e
where this govern- tion of Its own banking business or V mings,
Santo Domingo,
to the large cars in design and 4 tion that he would need evidence r,o case among themselves. Those In. shining example. For a moment let sold for $100.00. ' The owner was f
ment collects the customs and sees that of any of its citizens. It was 4- - for use In the
city. As soon as 4 remove hls opinion with the supple- the jury box ag well as the venire- us indulge in a little lstory history the ground frequently and none knew
that foreign debts are paid, exercis- thought advisable to favor a contract 4 possible It is the intention of 4
can be supported and corrobor- better than ha what it was that gav.--himentary declaration that he thought men then were asked by the court that
supervision that with American bankers rather than
ing a benefieient
to repaint and reno- - 4 he could give the defendant a fair to leave the chamber until 2 o'clock, ated only by the memory of our peoplo,
the
property Its Belling value. So it
company
Mr. Taft said has accrued to the up- with foreign bankers because' such a 4 vate the
but by the official records of Guada was that a leperous spot was placed
old 4 trial.
three
was
while
remaining
conducted
argument
being
building of Santo Domingo. Objection contract would tend to keep trade 4 cars and have them ready for big 4
on fair Santa Rosa, which remained
The trial was resumed at 10:14 as to what extent the court could in- lupe and Lincoln counties.
to the treaties in the United States with America. This is the correct ob- 4 occasions.
In 1901 the now beautiful town of for years. And mark you, this was
The others will be 4 o'clock this morning.
veniremen.
terrogate
senate, the president said, was based ject and purpose of diplomatic
4 shipped to another point in the 4 H. I. Poppenbush was selected to "Thla Is the first juror," began Dis- Santa Rosa was founded on the banks done with premeditation and aforelargely upon the proposition that they
4- middle west for intertwban use. 4 fill a
"and I of the turbulent Pecos at apolnt where thought by the owner of the property.
vacancy in the panel. District trict Attorney Fredericks,
Rock Island railroad crosses this You ask who was this vile being?
4
Attorney Fredericks informed the doubt whether we .will ever get a the
The town was plotted, laid out Surely it was some avaricious, human
river.
exceed
will
not
not
$300,000.
some
has
formed
to
that
withdraw
like
court
would
opinjury
that he
damage
lots
and
WILL
put on sale. The promoters, hyena, hungry to fatten on the offal
STORM'S DAMAGE
his objection to the unaewered ques- ion on this case."
Many of the bridges north of Guayview
a
with
of making Santa Rosa i of the "white slave',' trade. No gentle
mas were damaged and the company SUFFRAGISTS WIN
Z.
ithen
He
on
cited
In
cases
California
T.
Nelson
tions directed to
efannounces It will take a week to
which challenges were not allowed clean, respectable, temperance town; reader it was not It was only the
Wednesday. The question was:
AMOUNT TO
was "known honorable W. C McDonald, the samo
fect full repairs. At Santa Rosalis the
"With reference to the officers and where Jurors had declared they had iplaced In each deed, what
IN CALIFORNIA
This gentle,
clause.
' as a forfeiture liquor
moral champion
mines of the Boles Copper companj
men who direct the management of formed an opinion.
the
should
pur- of the reformers (?) whxxse name now
was
who
that
clause
flooded.
there
such,
were
The
A
people
cases
battle
do
of
between
affairs
of
labor
you
the
unions,
precedent
BY
SWEPT
GUAYMAS, MEXICO,
escaped the destruction wrought by INDICATIONS ARE THAT THEIR believe that the great majority of the attorneys ensued, Judge Bordwell chaser deal in intlxocating liquor in graces the head of their ticket. Hia
DELUGE OF WATER AND
would be forfeited Santa Rosa investment, was so profitthe floods now face a shortage cA
them are lawless men?"
declaring he would welcome extensive any way, the lot
MAJORITY WILL BE ABOUT .
MIGHTY WIND. to
the townslte pro- able that the same gentleman did a
revent
water arid possibly of food supplies.
and
on
the subject
Mr. Nelson, when asked the ques- argument
4,000.
saloon only was to be similar thing in Carrizozo, where conmoters.
One
has
"Nelson
as
a
answer
first
not
could
said
he
it,
prejudice,
tion,
Tuqson, Ariz., Oct, 13, Seven perallowed, and this conducted under ditions were practically fie same as
Railroad Is Ruined.
Francisco, Oct. 13. After he- knew little of labor unions. He against labor unions," said Mr. Darrow,
pan
sons are reported dead in Guaymas
which would insure the place they were In Santa Rosa, In Carrirules
Oct. 13. A special disEl
"then
has
Paso,
fixed
he
a
was
which
not
would
prejudiced
opinion
say he
tasting all the bitterness of defeat,
and vicinity" and property damage estown
of
states
Ortiz.
the
that
could not be removed except by being quiet orderly and respectable. zozo, however, he not only sold the
patch
supporters of woman's suffrage awoke against labor union officers.
timated at 4300,000 incurred as a rewas laid property for. the purposes named, bat
was destroyed by the recent,
Sonora,
dis
strong evidence. Any human being At the time the new town
Mr. Darrow, for the defense,
sult of the heavy rainfall and win-- tidal wave and that 17 lives wove lost. today with the -realization that vicconstructhe
close
of
the
out
(near
appeared before the board of county,
posed of an objection by admitting can see by his answers that he has
that Visited the west coast of Mexico Repairs are being made on the South- tory was theirs,.tion days of the railroad) there were commissioners of that county, as an
of studied the case.
member
a
He
was
has
defendant
from
Returns
mountain
and
desert
that
the
opinion,
othA
of
number
17 dance advocate of one of the
Tuesday afternoon.
ern Pacific lines south from Hermo-Sillkeepers of the
too, that the building was blown up in Santa Rosa 17 saloons,
precincts and from the more remote organized labor.
er persons are reported dead at Ortiz,
attendant
17
usual
of
and
the
toward Guaymas which town it ia counties
halls
class of business named above and!
such
had
'dynamite.
in
that
all
admitted
he
by
Nelson
day
steadily
poured
none
but
30 miles north of Ouaymas,
It
to reach in two weeks.
"I say he is therefore an incompe- evils. By a, strict enforcement of its fought his battles against the better
Thursday and formed an almost un- an opinion as would take evidence to
a expected30
of these deaths, nor those
Town-sit- e
before trains can run broken list of
will be
days
element of that place to perpetuate,
tent juror by California law, or the rules it was not long before the
suffrage majorities. Die remove. He had heard of Ortie
Guaymas is officially confirmed. The between Guaymas and Mazatlan. On
business
had
the
liquor
company
out
was
late
law
enter
and
of any civilized community."
statement and had
the evils against the wishes , of the
wiped
rainfall was the heaviest In 50 years, several branch lines new roadbed
Mr. Darrow, citing a case where a in control, the saloons reduced In num- people. Dear reader' dlraw1 your own
last night, with 244 precincts mint- tained an opinion regarding the guilt
reaching five inches in Guaymas and must be rebuilt and new rails InM.
one as quiet and
- ing out of more than 3,000 in 'at or innoncence of the accused for about venireman had admitted strong pre- ber, to one, and this
Empalme, while it was estimated that
could be, with conclusions.
a
as
saloon
2.051.
respectable
of
a
had
fairhad
beand
state,
been
suffrage
majority
was
judice
six months.
disqualified,
the rainfall In the foot hills
A CITIZEN OF SANTA ROSA..
no dance halls' or other nuisances.
BATH TUB TRUST SOAKED.
It is believed that the final majority
"We challenge the Juror as being ly shouted when he said:
tween 20 and 30 inches. On the morn-.la- g
13. The govern-men- t for
Oct.
4.000.
will
Washington,
"It
probut
would
a
approximate
suffrage
the
be
to
hard
find
Juror
of October E, the streets along
biased," said Mr. Davis,
won its'euit against the
corner and touching a match to them,
secution resisted the challenge ' and more prejudiced anywhere or in any
the water front in Guaymas were
ot
a decision
the
CRIMINAL ATTACKS COUNSEL
ran to the window and yelled "flret
cross examination. Nelson case than this man Nelson and yet A HOT TIKE
strewn with wreckage of small boats "bath tub trust" in
a
began
circuit court at
The driver of the fire truck, who was
Kansas City, Oct, 13. While United had not discussed the case with any the state would ask that the chaland merchandise. Heavy timbers ly- United States'The'
Justicdepartment of
today.:
'
His lenge be disallowed.
in the station,' took a hurried "look
States Senator James A. Reed was agent of the defense, be said.
ing on the wharves were washed two e-was
THE CITY COOLER
advised that Judges Rose and
an argument for the state in opinion was not founded on newspa
and three blocks inland up to the
around, and saw smoke pouring out of
"The, common law," he. declared,
sustained the government making
Pritchard
the jail window. Chief Coles was withi
foot hills.
'J on all points, while Judge Goff dis- the hearing df Dr. B. C. Hyde, charged per reports, but It would take evi "would not allow such jurors, and afOfficer Kelly bossing a gang of bum
Colonel Thomas H. dence to remove it. He declared be fords the defendant protection. And
of
the
murder
with
'
'
sented. ,. ,
INTOXICATED CELEBRATOR SETS
a ditch in another part ot
So great was the volume of-- storm
ever
he
could
needs
defendant
and
did
if
digging
tt,
the
not
was
any
biased,
Swope
physician,
uttering
today,
personally
Criminal Prosecution Soon.
FIRE TO BED CLOTHES AND IS
town. For some time the driver coul J .
in the state of California." trial.
water rushing into the cltyand into
an
toward
senator.
defendant
a
the
impartial
the
threat,
sprang
give
Detroit Mich., Oct. 13. The crimnot locate them and as they had th
Mr. Darrow also added that a case
GIVEN GOOD SMOKING,
the Estro Del Rancho, bat fresh inal cases
concluded his cross
Mrs. Hyde pulled Hyde back into his
Mr. Horton
against more than a score
almost
any
bias
water could be dipped at
state
in
instanced
only keys to the cooler the man beasked
chal
of
that
the
and
the
seat
Sep.
supreme
examination
and
hearing
proceeded.
of firms and individuals alleged to be
lyhind the bars was well smoked. As
"l
.
t
merchantman
an
court
(
was
to
and
court
dishdecisions
and
"weak
English
to
had
The
Reed
referred
)
point
began
scathingly
lenge be.denled;
in the "bath tub trust" probably will ator
for-hi- s
C. C. Cooper, who got a little too
folly he slept on
water"
to
determine
with
the
of
Mrs.
attitude
to
Nelson
Dr.
Mr.
ing in the harbor secured a full sup- come
and
compared
slightingly
Hyde
Hyde
interrogate
up at the November" term of the
and
red
much
in
him
floor
from
hard
while the other'
the
dope
yesterday
cold,
water
of
fresh
Nelson.
pumping
Venireman
by
bias.
man
lost control whether h had any
ply
federal court here. All the defend- when the accused
refused
on. when ordered to prisoners used bed clothes supplied?
the bay. ;
a
were
Court
12:10
asked
took
recess
at
here
''.
;v
':.,.
''On
himself.
.
of
you
Wednesday
ants have, pleaded not guilty.
do so by Chief of Police Ben Coles, by the city to replace the ens
On the west end of the bay a numwhether labor unions are proper or o'clock until 2 p. m.
was arrested and In h(s condition Btroyed by the fire. This morning
Ia
went
ashore.
ber of small craft
are a menace," said Judge Bordwell,
MOURNERS.
8
AGAIN.
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TART
OF
PLENTY
FOWLER
gave the officials at the city hall the Cooper bad sobered up and' was reTitcomb's
;
and
Royy
Guaymas,
"and you said you had no objection
WISTER IN CHEYENNE.
time ot their lives. Though not pre-- , leased upon the payment; of the costfc
Los Angeles Oct, 13. Aviator Rob- Salt Lake City, Utah., Oct. 13
house is almost a complete wreck.
Are
you pre
to them as organized.
7
Cheyenne, : Wye, Oct 13. Owen possessing in appearance, he was of the fire and a fine of $50.
,
The Sonow!' railway station was partl- ert G. Fowler Bald today that he John Henry .Smith, a member of the
on
of
Mormon
Wlster, who came to Wyoming to be sport enough to f arry good cigars In
a
next
the
the
First
of
would start again
Sunday
Presidency
A large section
y1 unroofed.
"No."
present at the dedication of a new ho- his clothes and matches with which
roof of the Sinaloa sugar factory was transcontinental flight from Los An- church, second counsellor to the presiMIDSHIPMAN KILLS SELF.
"Have you any prejudice against tel at Medicine Bow named "The Vir- to light them. Waen getting ready
carried away and 8,000 cases of sugar geles. The route probably will follow dent, Joseph F. Smith,- died early tohis
de- for a smoke it occurred to Cooper to
famous
63 3years.
after
Oct i:i. Charles Dennlston v
routes
John
between
ginian,"
Manila,
railroad
novel,
the
one
of
Henry
aged
day,
were, damaged.
the defendant as a man?"
parted immediately after the dedica- light a little fire, whether to warm up Price, a midbhipman ot the cruiser
The' loss to Guaymas property ow- Los Angeles and San Antonio, Texa. Smith was born in what is now Coun"No."
tion for Philadelphia, The report the Jail or to have a little fun, is not New Orleans, com.nitted suicide toners is large. P. J. Archer, assistant From San Antonio to New York Fow-le-r cil Bluffs, Iowa. Two wives, 15 chil"Have
you any question that the that he is ill on a ranch in Wyoming known.
as
as
18
survive
,
and
course
dren
'.:?';,....'..
Pahis
will
day. Ho shof himself in the hfesuL
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grandchildren
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not
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. th
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clothes
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Price had been ordered to resign. 1
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a
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building
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straight
cific Railway ot Mexico,
possible
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PITCHER'S ARM

OLD

VflNO-

-

HE WILL DEPEND

MPON HIS SUPERIOR HEADWORK TO WIN
IN WORLD'S SERIES.

Each year before the world's series
begins the baseball critics In the National and American leagues give
their, opinion of the two contestants
for the title. It will be a battle between the pitchers in th
coming
championship series, according to the
dope dished out in the East Johnny
.
--.1
1
xwuus,
vuu, wuo uhv ueeu yiaiug
'
with Tenny's Boston Doves, says that
"
Kathewson and Bender are the stars
of the respective teams, and much
will denend on the showing of these
rival pitchers.
"Christy Mathewson, although a
great pitcher, Is not nearly as good
now, as be was three pears ago," said
Kllng recently, "When Matty pitchei
against the Athletics in the world's
series six years ago be was in a class
by himself, but I believe he is easier
to bit now. That fade away ball Mathewson has been using t doesn't have
the same effective breaks,', and bis
drop ball is pretty easy to bit. Math-oirsolike Brown and the other old
stars of the National league, is depending a great deal on his brains to
win games, instead of bis arm. If
several of the other pitchers In the
senior organization would ue
style of winning games they
would have better averages at the end
of the season.
"Philadelphia has one of the greatest pitchers in the big leagues in Bender, the Indian fllnger. I batted against
W

1

1

1

him in the big series last .falL and
in my opinion he is even better than
HEAD
Jack Coombs, the 'iron man' of
Mack's staff. Bender has a dandy assortment of curves and a corking good HAIR
OUT
fast ball, which he mixes to good ad
vantage. All this dope about the Indian having a 'spltter is not true. He And
Baby's Face Broke Out in Red
makes a stall with it, but that is to
Bumps. Spread on Hands and
bluff the batters.
Got Worse Ail the Time.
Arms.
in
the
best
"Eddie Plank,
southpaw
the American league, is liable to 'go
"I Don't Think Anycrazy' against the Giants if he is well Mother Says,
Have Cured
Rube
Would
teammates.
Else
his
by
thing
supported
Marauard. who probably will oppose
Him Except Cuticura."the Phlladelphian, has pitched great
"When my first baby n six monthi old
ball and will be a hard man for the
little bumpa.
Athletics to beat The poston team, he broke out on his head with
Tney would dry
rubber
off
the
him
up and leava a
however, knocked
scale. Then It
three times the past season, near the
would break out
hit
Donlln
Mike
and it
finish of each game.
again
spread all over his
head. All tbe hair
a homer off tbe "Reuben- m the last
came out and bis
series with McG raw's team."
head was scaly all
over.
Then h I a
John Kllng has fixed the pitchers
face broke out all
some
know
should
nf hnth teams and
over in red bumps
and it kept spread
While
thing about the coming series.
big umU it was
on his hands and
that
heard
he
In
the East
Klin was
arms. I bought several boxes of ointment, (rave
th repaints for the first game in New him blood medicine, and had two doctors to
treat him, but he gut worse all the time. Ha
York will amount to more than the re- had it about six months when a friend told
me about Cuticura. I sent and got a bottle
roint. for the whole series between of
Cuticura Resolvent, a cake of Cuticura
is
1905.
It
in
In
Soap and a box of Cuticura Ointment.
the Giants and Athletics
three
days after using them he began to
said that 45,000 persons will see the Improve.
Be began to take long naps and
to stop scratching his head. After taking
rwniTiir strueele at the Polo grounas,
two bottles of Resolvent, two boxes of Ointment and three cakes of Soap he was sound
The gate receipts probably will be and
well, and never had any breaking out of
tmn ooo. Kline says they were pe
any kind. His hair came out in little curls
his head. I don't think anything
over
all
New Yorit
ting 7 to 6 on the Giants In
eke would have cured him except Cuticura.
on
onerea
were
"I have bought Cuticura Ointment and
while the same odds
Boap several times since to use for cuts and
In
Philadelphia.
Athletics
sores and have never known them to fail to
the

ALLCMIE

NOT THE SAME
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,
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Thre will be no knocking upon
the able and efficient Rhode Island
Tjrt hn owned by Mrs. Louis Haven
of Las Vegas. That busy fowl is In
vohit of lavinsr exceptionally lavge
eggs. Wednesday she presented her
mm- - with an ems which was eight
inches In circumference from end to
end and six Inches around the largest
rnn in the center. The hen has
laid several large eggs but this is the

9

GERMAN-MILLE- D

ress' flour
tke answer to

every Baking Problem.

It's

CONVENTION
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 13 The Wis

consin
association
convened in annual meeting here to
day with a large attendance of health
officers, physicians, school guperln
tendents and others Interested in the
movement to stamp out the dread
At the concluding session tomorrow night the association will
meet Jointly with the State Confer
ence of Charities and Correction to
listen to an address by Dr. Richard
C. Cabot of Harvard University, ou
of the world's most eminent authori
ties on the treatment and prevention
of tuberculosis.

13, 1911.

Fay Brown's
Decision

"

'

By RoaoUe G. Mendel

1

"Don't let's talk about it any more.
John." pleaded ray Brown. "It s Just
like folng around in a circle without
reaching any conclusion."
T Ilk you tremendously. I am even
fond of von: but I don't know ana
never can love yon In the way I must
love the man I marry, uonsiaer una
final. John there's no more to be
said on the subject"
"It's easy enough to say 'consider
m. Anal ru do no such thing: I'll
continue asking nnUl you accept from. ,
sheer weariness oi iisieiuug w my
May be you love me and
proposals.
don't know It yourself such things
havs happened before."
After a short silence, John said:
"Tell me, la there someone elseT"
"No; how could there be when 'you
monopolise about eight of my evenings a weekT"
"Well, I'm glad to know I have a
clean field." said John,
"A lot of good It wlU do you,"
laughed ray.
"Let's be serious, dear heart," said
John. "In a month I return to Panama to be gone for three years. When
I left there to come home for my vacation two months ago, I hoped and
prayed that you would g6 back with
me. Our congenial correspondence,
your Inspiring letters, our beautiful
friendship of four years' duration,
made me feel that we were made for
each other. Just as If It were written
In the book and now you say nothing
but 'No, no, no.'
"Is It the distance that frightens
you, girl?"
"No: decidedly not," promptly answered Fay. "Love knows no dis- -

famous GERMAN

PROCESS.

ROGERS' SILVERWARE

COUPON IN EVERY SACK.

Gross, Kelly

(EL

Co.

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

Cole's Hot Blast

Heating Stoves
.

Burno Holt the Fuel of
Other Stoves;
Keeps Warm All Night
No Dirt, No Smoke

No Trouble
Let us show you our complete
line
GEHRENG HARDWARE

Sole Agents

COMPANY

--

IL

.

"

"

J

'

.

No. 31

'L;ESry
SATURDAY

7:30

EVENING,

TO

9:30

After Supper Sale. These sales bare been
Saturday evening, 7i30 to 930 we have our Thirty-Firs- t
make
extremely popular from the Erst. Unprecedented Tabes and unlimited quantities are bound to
them popular.

"

And what is true of the past will be true of the future. We will continue to give you unequalled
values at these Saturday evening sale the crowds will continue to grow and our store will continue to
be the most popular shopping place in the city.
If you are not a regular attendant at these sales you are missing some excellent opportunities.

Cash

OnlyNo Telephone Orders Accepted
75c Cotton Blankets 52c

Women's 75c Petticoats 42c
A good Nearsilk Petticoat

with

deep

10-size, white only,
with red, pink or blue borders, worth 75c
52c
P1" Palr special, per pair

A good cotton blanket,

biae

flounce, stitched and a three-incdust ruf- fle, in black only, worth 75c each, special. .
h

(

42c

4

50c Taffeta Ribbon 17c

Men's 75c Sweaters 39c

A good quality Taffeta Ribbon in all colors,
widths No. 40 tpj 120, worth 30c to 50c, ape- cial for our' After Supper Sale, per yard.
7C

Men's full size Sweaters in Oxford and Blue
or Oxford and Maroon, all sizes, worth 75c
special for our After Supper Sale, each.. 39c
'

-

r

Rosenwald

Mexico's
Block

It isn't always the big men who do
the tallest lying.

Fiiw-Whit- er

arxd More Urviform.
Made by LARABEES
A

cure what I put them on. Cuticura Soap 1a
the best that I have ever used for toilet
(Signed) Mrs. F. E. Harmon,
purposes."
R. F. D. 2. Atoka, Tenn.. Sept. 10, 1910.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold throughout the world. Send to Potter Drug A Chem.
for a literal sample
Corp., Dept. 16B, Boston,
with 32-- p. book on the skin.
of each, post-fre- e,

OCTOBER

d's-eas- e.

largest

,

,
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People May Get a New
Chance in Life.
In these days when youth is the
moving factor in business, when a
man makes his mark at thirty-fiv- e
pnd is ready to retire at forty-fivwhen business houses pension the
man we call "middle aged" rather
than allow his lagging influence to
intrude upon the commercial rush, a
bald head is almost fatal to any man's
The following must therehopes.
fore prove interesting to people who
are losing their hair or who are bald.
Resorcin is one of the latest and
most effective germ killers discor-ere- d
by science, and in connection
with Beta Napthol, which is both
germicidal and antiseptic, a combina
tion is formed which destroys tho
germs which rob the hair of its nutri
ment, and also creates a clean and
healthy condition of the scalp, which
prevents the development of new
'
germs.
,
Pilocarpin is a veil known agent
for restoring the hair to its natural
color, where the loss of color has been
due to a disease of the scalp. Yet, It
is not a coloring matter or dye.
This combination
of curatives
mixed with alcohol as a stimulant
perfects a most effective remedy for
hair and scalp troubles.
The famous Rexall "93" Hair Ton-I- s
'
'
of ' SResorcin,
chiefly composed
Beta Napthol and Pilocarpin. It helps
to make the scalp healthy, to nourish
the hair, to stimulate the follicles.
Where the bead Is already bare, it enters the follicles, revitalizes the roots,
supplies nourishment, and stimulates
a new growth.
We want you to try a few bottles of
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic, on our personal guarantee that the trial will
not cost you a penny If it does not
give you absolute satisfaction. That's
proof of our faith in this remedy and
it should indisputably demonstrate
that we know what we are talking
about when we say that Kexall "93"
Hair Tonic will grow hair on bald
heads, except, of course, where baldness has been of such long duration
that the roots of the hair are entirely
dead, the follicles closed and grown
over, and the scalp is gitef.
Remember, we are basing our statements upon what has already been
accomplished by the use of Rexall
"93" ' Hair Tonic, and we have the
right to assume that what It has done
o hundreds of others. It will do ft"
you. In any event you cannot lose
anything by giving It a trial on our
ligeral guarantee.
Remember, you
can get Rexall Remedies in this community only at our store The Rexall Store. E. Q. Murphey. '

Plaza

ESTABLSHED 186&

GROWS HAIR ON BALD HEADS.
Bald-heade- d

"Is it the Distance That Frightens
You?"

tance with tbe right man I would go
to the equator."
"Well, why under the sun am I not
the right man?"
"I simply don't understand It myself," answered the girl. "But I can't
work up any sentiment regarding you,
try as I will."
"In this city you nave neither kith
nor kin," went on Jonn. 'There Isn't
a soul here who needs you. You are
hall bedroom,
existing In a
teaching each day a lot of unappre-clatlv-e
kids. Oh, Fay, come with me!
I could give you so much love and
life. I want you. By George! how I
want you."
"Good night, John Bruce; I can't
stand any more tonight. You make me
unhappy miserable. I can never do
as you wlBh; It's absolutely Impossible. Don't try to persuade me. In a
weak, lonesome moment I might ao
cept then maybe you and I would
regret It for always.
"I have never loved you I don't
love you now, and I never will love
you. That's all."
"Good tight, good night, little girl;
good night and good bye. I am a
brute and a beast to worry you. A
week from today a steamer leaves for
Panama with me on board. I won't
see you again. It hurts too much.
Write often. I need your letters."
"Good bye and God bless you,
Johnny," said Fay as he wrung her
two-by-fo-

IN THE FOOTBALL woRLD.
New York, Oct. 13. Among the
Eastern colleges few1 important football games are scheduled for decision
tomorrow. 'Nearly all of the bigger
teams will line up against weaker Opponents, so that the games will bo
little more than practice matcnes for
the Important contests later in the
season. Yale will
play Virginia
Polytechnic at New Haven, Harvard
will meet Williams at Cambridge and
Pennsylvania will play Villanova on
Franklin field. Princeton will have
Colgate for an opponent and Brown
will meet Bowdoin.

ca-

Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas
by

Charles Ilfeld Company
New Mexico's

SHE HAD

Largest Wholesalers

Everyone recognizes the Superiority of these
brands Even our Competitors

CONSTANT
PAIN
Unta Relieved by Lydia E.

Pink-ham-

's

Vegetable Compound.
Dewittville, N.Y.' "Before I start-eto take Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vege- ,

d

uompouna x
suffered nearly all
the time with head-ache-s,
backaches,
and bearing down
pains, and had a
continuous pain in
my left side. It
made me sick it J.
tried to walk much.
and my back was so
was
weak tnat
obliged to w e a I
corsets all the time.
But now I do not have any of these
troubles. I have a fine strong baby
daughter now, which 1 did not have
before taking Lydia E. Pinkham'S
Mrs. A. A.
Vegetable Compound."
Giles, Route 44, Dewittville, N.Y.
The above is only one of the thousands of grateful letters which are
constantly being received by the
Pinkham Medicine Company of Lynn,
Mass., which prove beyond a doubt that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from roots and herbs,
actually does cure these obstinate diseases of women, and that every such
suffering woman owes it to herself to
at least give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial before submitting to an operation, or giving up
hope of recovery.

New

Mexico-Arizon-

a

Statehood Jubilee

taDie

blegram from Panama stating, "John
Bruce's leg amputated; dangerously
111; wished you to be notified. Signed,
Chas. Garthler."
Fay quickly answered: "Inform John
Bruce I can't stay away, because be
cause I love-rhlm."

An Englishman's Retort.
He had just arrived from old England and his friend, a prominent clubman, was showing him the city. In

our suburbs they noticed a neatly
candy store, which greatly surprised the stranger, and he inquired
how that could be made to pay. The
clubman remarked In answer:.
"Why, I don't believe he can make
his salt thre."
The Englishman seemed bewildered,
and adjusting his monocle, said:
"How strange I Do you expect a man
In this country to make salt In a sweet

flxed-u- p

shop?"
Haw! Haw!

The Leading Brands of High Patent Flour

I

'

.
hand.
Six weeks later Fay received a

'Diamond M"
"Old Homestead"
Boss Patent"

.

Reversed. '
Tourist (to Indian standing beside
a pile of arrow heads, etc.) Heap
scrap?
Indian Nope! Scrap heap.
I'm
Just waiting to sell the lot to the first
eastern Junk curio dealer that comes
along this way. Puck.

i

Mrs. Pinkham of Lynn, Mass.,
invites all sick women to write
her for advice. She has gruided
thousands to health and her
advice is free.

EI Paso, Texas, October

io-2- r,

igu

Tickets on sale October 17, 18, 19,

1911

Fare for the Round Trip $15.25
Final return limit, October
25th,

1911.

D. L. BATCHELOR,

Agent

CLASSIFIED ADS HIT THE BULLS
EYE

SuhGcriljQ for Tho Optic
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WOHLD'S

SERIES

will begin
tomorrow:

secretary. The official ball of the :hi
tional league will be ued in the
games in New York and the American league's official ball in game in
Philadelphia,

NEW-

Influence of Combined Harvester
on Value of Crop.

ENGAGE IN

NEW
GAME, BETWEEN
YORK AND PHILADELPHIA, TO
BE ON POLO GROUNDS.

New York, Oct. 13. The crowning
event of the professional baseball sea
son ia at hand. At 2 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon JScO raw's Giants, cham
pions of the National league, and
Connie Mack's Athletics, winners of
this year's pennant in the American
league, will march out on the field
at the Polo grounds to play the first
game In the series for the world's
championship. For the greater' part
of the coming week these two leading
teams of the country will be engaged
In a nerve racking grapple, the games
alternating dally between this city
and the city of Brotherly Love.
A big
question mark symbolizes
the real situation as regards the result of the, series. In the mind of
the real baseball fan, however, there- appears to be no question as to how
the series will go. The real fan is
convinced (hat his favorite team will
win. The Philadelphian can furnish
convincing reasons why the Athletics
are sure to capture a majority of the
series of seven games and the New
Yorker can furnish reasons none the
less logical why McGraw's hustlers
should walk off with the rich plum.
There Is not a great deal of satisfaction in comparing the two teams
individually, for baseball luck, team
play, spirit and watchfulness to make
the most of emergencies as they arise
will play a big part. If there is any
one department in which strength Is
an essential it is In the pitching d
purtment. Mathewson and Marq'wd
a;e likely to do the bulk of the iit.l'-infor the New Yorks, with several
good ones to fall back on, while
Coombs; and Bender are likely to be
Mack's mainstays in the box.
McGraw and Mack are both able
generals, and each can u aependea
upon to get the best work out of his
men. But the issue will be decided
mainly by the players themselves, for
managerial ability is a less Important item in a short series. The Giants have an
aggressive
method of playing, while the Athletics
are in the habit of working every man
to j the limit
U'obably no series that has ever
been played in baseball will attract
the attention this one will, and un
doubtedly, no series, the weather being suitable, will equal It in attendance. Something like 200,000 people
will probably pay from $1 to $5 each
to see the series of games. No more
striking evidence of the wonderful increase in the popularity of the American game can be given than by
these figures with thoaa tf
1S84, when less than 5,000 people pid
from 251 to 50 cents each to seo the
Providence team of the National
league and the Metropolitans of tho
American association play for the
,
first world's championship.
If the attendance is up to expectations the receipts for the series, If
it extends to five or six games, rill
certainly run up close to a third of a
million dollars. What a time the
and Athletics will have whe
financial melon is sliced.
ereat
this
The gross reeelpts will be divided as
follows: Ten per cent of the receipts
of n games will go to the National
commission. Sixty per; cent of the
remainder from the first four games
will form a pool for tho players of
the two teams, to be divided 30 per
cent to the winner and 40 per cent
to the loser of the contest. After the
10 per cent deduction for the commis
sion and the 60 per cent which forms
the players' pool from the first
the remainder of the grofes receipts
will be divided equally between the
two clubs. At the prices fixed for
the series the winning players sre
rake-of- f
o!
pretty sure of making a .
at least $2,500 each.
The players eligible to share In the
rich prizes are, by announcement Cf
the commission, the following:
New York Murray, Becker,
Merkle. Snodgrass. Fletcher,
Vilts3,
Doyle, Devlin, Mathewson,,
MciGraw, (Latham,, Marquard, Cran-dalAmes, Meyers, Wilson, Herzog,
Drucke. Hartley and Paulette.
Philadelphia Thomas, Strunk, OldMor
rin.s, Plank, Murphy, Mclnnis,
gan, Martin, Lord, Livingston, Lapp.
Krause, Hartsel, Derrick, Danfonb.
Collins, Bender,
f).vis. Coombs,
Barry and Baker.
The umpires selected to officiat.
are William J. Klem and William
Brennan, representing the National
leaeue. and Thomas J. Connolly and
the
William Dineen, representing
American league.' Francis C. Rlchter
Spink are designated
and J. G. Taylor
'
as official scorers.
J oolocfc
All games will begin
members
the
attended
by
and will be
of the National commission and Its
d
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Results Obtained by Utah Experiment
Station Indicate That Machine
Doea Not Affect Quality f
ARTICLES
Flour Produced.

El Paso, Tex, Oct. 13. Chinatown,
El Paso's Oriental quarter, has a full
fledged tong war la progress. It is

FORMED

DR. ROBERT STEWART. Chemical
Laboratory. Utah Experiment Station.
This question has recently been
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct 13. Articles
studied by the chemical department of of
incorporation were filed in the terthe Utah experiment station. The introduction of the combined harvester ritorial secretary's offlce by the
into the dry farming operation of the Ranchers Telephone company, whose
west baa resulted in a main offlce is at Wagon Mound, and
reduction of the cob of operatior on which names R, K. Odell as the stat
the larger dry farms. The claim was utory agent The company is capisoon made by the millers of certain talized at $3,3000 and consists of 60
sections of the state that wheat cut shares at
$50 each. The Incorporators
with the harvester could not be con- are
R. K. Odell, 15 shares and S. M.
verted into flour of good quality.
Reiland and S. A. Foutz, 10 shares
In studying this
question, sample each, of
of Turkey and Kofod wheat cut
Wagon Mound; J. P.VanHou-ten- ,
with
of Shoemaker, 10 shares; A.
the harvester in 1909 and ' 1910, toof Wagon Mound, 5 shares. The
gether wjth samples of the same
..fleet cut with the binder and stacked company, as the name Indicates, is
v ere obtained. The
wheat was millet! for the purpose of erecting a teleiu our experimental flour mill and
the phone line in or near Wagon Mound
yield of bran, shorts and Cour re for the
convenience of ranchers.
corded
The bran, shorts and flour
Educational Matters.
"tie submitted to chemical analysis
r.::d the flour was made into bread unSecretary Rupert F. Asplund of the
inter-mountai- n

a bloodless war as yet but the feeling
among the two tongs of the celestial
section south of Oregon street Is
growing more bitter end threats of
importing hatchet men from Frisco
are being made by the rival tong
mmebers.
The trouble among the denizens of
the local Chinatown had its beglning
were first
when the arrangements
made for tho Statehood celebration, der standard conditions.
The results
October 19 to 21, fn ' honor of the
are reported in bulletin No
two new states of New Mexico and H3 of the Utah experiment station
Arizona.
It was decided by the exe t v.a indicate clearly that the combined
cutive committee to Invite the dignl- tharvester does not have influence,
iliier unfavorable or favorable, upon
tarles of Chinatown to participate in the
milling, chemical or baking qualito
Is
the big Os Aple parade whioh
ties of the flour produced.
be the closing event' of tEe jubilea
The yield of flour obtained from the
Mar Ohew, mayor of Chinatown was Turkey varirty cut with the harvester
invited to assist. He assisted to the in 1810 was 72.65 per cent, of the
extent of raising $3,000 to stage the vlcat while the yield of flour ob
Oriental section of the Os Aple par- tained from the wheat cut with the
binder and stacked was 72.77 per cent
ade. ' Members of the Chew tong The
yield of flour obtained from
were sent to San Francisco for cos Kofod wheat cut with the harvester the
in
tumes and the divine dragon which 1910 was 72.17 per cent, while the
is the center of all parades.
yield of flour produced from the wheat
cut with the binder stacked was 72.12
Enter Mar Wing Lee,
per cent. It is thus readily seen that
mayor of Chinatown. As the head of with respect to the
yield of the flour
the Kee tong he demanded recogni the method of harvesting has no intion. He was told to go to it and fluence whatever. It is interesting to
his tong likewise dispatched a dele note, however, that a greater per cent,
gation to San Francisco for costumes of high grade flour may be obtained
and dragons. There are to be two from the Turkey variety of wheat.
About eighty per cent, of the. flour prodragons," two Chinese floats and two duced from the
Turkey wheat would
slant eyed delegations in the big night be classed as a high grade flour, while
pageant in honor of the new states. only about forty per cent, of the flour
There will not be, if the diplomats on produced from the Kofod would be
the celebration committee can pre classed as high grade.
In case of the chemical composition
vent, open war before the night of
of the flour obtained, no conclusion
the parade.
can be safely drawn regarding the inThe parade in which the Chinese fluence of the harvester.
In case of
are to appear will 'be more than five the Turkey variety of wheat, the flour
miles in length. All of the United produced from the wheat which had
States cavalry and infantry stationed been stacked is slightly higher than
on ,tlie border will participate, the in- - that of the flour produced from wheat
cut with harvester. In case of the
surrecto garrison in Juarez will ap Kofod
variety of wheat, however, this
pear for the first time; the champion Is not true. The Kofod wheat cut
steer ropers from Arizona and New with the harvester In 1910 has a slight
Mexico will ride their roping ponies, ly lower protein content than the"
the bullfighters from Juarez will ap- same wheat cut the same year with
binder and stacked. However, the
pear in carriages and historical and the
wheat cut with the harvester In 1909
symbolic divisions will givethe his hat a higher protein content than that
tory of the two new states from thlr cut with the binder and stacked. The
inception to the preesnt time. Cah chemical composition of the bran and
prizes have been offered for the best shorts Indicate only that these mill
floats and decorated automobiles in products are rich in protein and would
this big paradei and entries are being probably be good cattle feed.
The volume of the loaf produced
received from all parts of the south
from the Turkey variety cut with the
west.
harvester waa 1,666 cc. and 1,653 cc.
The Informal championship of New In 1909 and 1910, respectively, while
Mexico, Arizona and Texas In base- the volume of loaf ot the bread made
ball and football will be decided at from the flour produced from the TurEl Paso during the Statehood cele key which has been cut with the
and stacked was 1.S87 cc. In
bration. Tournaments have been ar binder
case of the Kofod variety, these numranged between the baseball teams ber become 1,676 cc. and 1,450 cc
from Albuquerque, Phoenix, El Paso respectively, for 1909 and 1910, and
and other cities of "Che three states 1,394 cc. for the wheat which had
to determine the supremacy in the na been stacked. The flour was all treattional game. A "purse of $1,500 has ed under uniform standard conditions
and it is thus seen that if any influbeen offered to the winner of this ence
can be ascribed to the harvester
tournament and the teams are being at all It must be a favorable influence.
recruited witJh professional players
While the investigation did not
from the big leagues for .the jubilee show any Influence of the harvester
g
value of the flour
. .,
on the
series.
did
demonstrate the value
it
produced,
The football teams from the Univer
of Turkey Red wheat for flour producsity of New Mexico, the New Mexico tion. The Turkey Red wheat produces
Roe-weAgricultural college and the
a uniform flour of high grade which
Military Institute have been entered has the strength to produce a loaf of
for the 'football contest Matched bread of good volume. The flour proagaist these teams will be the strong duced from new Turkey Red wheat
to make as good bread as
University of Arizona team, the El seemed
from old Turkey Red
flour
produced
Paso Military Institute and El Paso
wheat, while the flour produced from
school
teams.
tro
and
Cups
High
new Kofod wheat produced a loaf of
phies are toeing offered for the win- bread very much inferior in quality
Kofod wheat
ners in these tournaments.
and - yet the year-ol- d
In addition to the baseball and foot produced a good flour. Actual photographs of the bread made are given In
ball contests, there will be a
the original publication.
in
Cludad
Juarez.
contest
Also
roping
The millers of the
,
daily foull fights.
west still insist that the harvester has
a detrimental influence on the value
ENTERTAINS
CALIFORNIA
TAFT. of the wheat. This claim may be justiSacramento, Cal., Oct. 13. Shortly fied when the wheat is stored In
before noon today President Taft ar larger qnantities as was done with the
rived in Sacramento, the first import- wheat cut with the header or binder
It Is quite probable that
ant stop on his California itinerary. and stocked.
wheat cut with the harvester must reGovernor Johnson and other eminent ceive different storage treatment It
representatives of the state were on may be that wheat cut with the harhand to give him greeting. After an vester and stored in lots of 40,000
informal reception at the station the bushels will not produce good flour,
distinguished visitor was escorted to but this cannot be charged against
the capitol, where he delivered a brief the harvester, but is a special storaddress to the large crowd assembled age proposition which merits investithere. At 1 o'clock the journey to gation.
Oakland and San Francisco was re
Keeping Ripe Plums Picked.
sumed.
Gather plums promptly. Over-rip- e
fruit will transmit rot fungus to other
The man who knows he's- In the specimens, and cause loss. The trees
should be examined every day, and
right need not argue.
the fruit gathered, whether It la
wanted or not. This will reduce the
At least no man can be stingy spread of d'aase.
with his happiness.
rb'-.iu-

'.,' '''''.'.,

IS

OF
INCORPORATION
FOR WAGON MOUND EX.
CHANGE FILED.

Br

THEIR EFFORTS TO OUTDO EACH
ATHER IN EL PASO PARADE
MAY RESULT IN TROUBLE

13, 1911.

TELEPHONE

COMPANY

CHINESE TONGS

FIRST

;

WHEAT Of! DRY FARM

OCTOBER
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'

,

bread-makin-

tri-sta-

inter-mountai- n
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department of education is sending
out a circular letter to city and town
superintendents and principals in regard to attendance at the New Mexico
Educational 'Association's meeting ia
Santa Fe,- - November 16 to 18. The
letter, states among other things;
Every superintendent and principal
should be present at the conference
on Wednesday, November 15. On that
day the Territorial Board of Eduction will be in session and the county
superintendents will hold a most important conference.
At a meeting
held September 15, the Territorial
Board of Education Instructed the
secretary of the board "to urge attendance of high school principals auii
superintendents of city schools for
joint conference' with the board." Tn
this connection we call your attention
to the enclosed circular which urn
tains material worthy of consideration
and discussion. The details ot the
meeting of city and town superintendents and principals are In the hands
of Superintendent John Milne, Albu
querque. Write him for further in
formation.
There will be reduced railroad rates
on all roads. See your local agent at
once and get him to announce rates
from your station Ample accommo
dations will be provided at Santa Fe.
If your delegation desires hotel reservation In advance, please write me
slating about the rate wanted and I
will try to make arrangements for

THREI

lart of the road, lying between the
creet of the hill and the Raton city
limits at the end of Moulton avenue
has been put in first class condition
for the reception of the auto tourists who come over from Trinidad.
Insurance Matters.
The department of insurance has
received word from the Arizona Flrt
Insurance company of Phoenix, Ariz,
that it will apply for admission in
New Mexico after January 1, or upon
New Mexico getting statehood. Art
examination will be made of the company which examination has been
previously asked.
The San Francisco Life Insurance
company also advises that it contemplates entering New Mexico soon and
it forwards copies of Its policies to
ascertain If these may be Issued In
the state of New Mexico, soon-to-bAlrgrame Sent by Aviators.
A very remarkable result was that
offl-rattending the effort of two French
in sending wire
who
less messages a considerable distance
while flying about in the vicinity oi
Paris. Thev were maneuvering in
aeroplanes the other day In the neigh
borhood of Ramboulllet and communicated with the Eiffel tower. 80 miles
distant, a feat of great importance.
From this foothold greater results can
bn attained and future possibilities, in
the event of a war, can hardly be pre
dicted by those having the most vtvia
power of imagination. Had Napoleon
been possessed ot such a distinct advantage he might have saved the day
at Waterloo and thus perpetuated the
man of Europe as he had so vastly
changed It Instead ot becoming a pris
oner in exile to mourn on the island or
St Helena the loss of his great power
to make or unmake nations. ,.

The right powder, ,
at the right price
BAKING
POVDER

tRY CAN GUArtANjjl1'

sells for. Do not pay more; it's a waste of money.
K C Baking Powder is pure, wholesome and effective in action. Results are sure and certain.
A trial will not only convince, but make you
a firmfast "friend. You really ought to know
for yourself what a wonderful baking help K C
Baking Powder is.

tr

The Obscure Expert.
who do the real work
are not always conspicuous," said the
ready-mad- e
philosopher.
"That's right," replied the man with
the frlyolous hat. "The best photographer at a picnic always has to manage the camera and never gets into
the picture."

'.'

Send for the K G Cook's Book
It's FREE
--

AQUES MFG. CO- -

t.

w CHICAGO

.

'

,

The K C Cook's Book, containing 90 tested, easily
made recipes, sent free upon receipt of the colored cercan. Send it today.
tificate packed in the
25-ce- nt

Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago

'28

cities will figure in the contest
The route of the tour will be from
this city to Philadelphia, Gettysburg,
Roanoke, Wlnston-palem- ,
(Jharlotte,
Anderson, Atlanta, Live Oak and
Jacksonville. A two day stop over
will be made in Atlanta for the automobile track races to be held in that
city.

READY FOR GLIDDEN TOUR.

Of

New York, Oct 13. The 1911 Glid-detour, the premier event of Its kind
in the automobile world, will start
from this city tomorrow morning. Before it is ended the contestants will
have made a journey of some 1,500
miles that will take them through
nearly all of the Eastern and Souta
Atlantic states. There will be 13 days
of traveling, and, with the
the end will come; on October 26 at
Jacksonville, Fla.
n

V

stop-over-

If She Had Returned Earlier
"Why, John, how neat you have kept
the flat while I have been awaj!"
"Yes, dear; see that blister I got on
tny hand while sweeping and dusting

is the right

It's the price

price to pay for leaking powder.

Kiirr-pfirtp- d

'The people

25 ounces for 25 cents

One cent an ounce

,

TAFT LAYS CORNERSTONE.
Oakland, Ca., Oct 13. Mayor Mott
and a committee of leading citizens
received President Taft upon ils arrival in Oakland this afternoon.
thoroughfares1, decorated
Through
with flags and' bunting the president
was escorted to Fourteenth and
Washington, streets, where he presided and delivered a short address
at the laying of the cornerstone for
the new city jail.

The tour will start with about fourscore contestants, the entry list be- -'
this morning T"
lng the largest and most representative since the event became an annual fixture. All week men and cars
have been arriving here from the
No man can hope to be haooifv South to
join the cavalcade. In all
married unless he is a good listener. nearly
makes of cars will be
thirty
was missing.
represented, while an equal number

lafeht s a.'.tefflther
BISCUIT

you.

For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury: W. H. Merchant, treasurer of Eddy county, $500.51; Jose R.
Lucero, clerk of Third judicial district, clerk's fees, $265.70; game and
Fish Warden Thomas P. Gable, $180.
Forest Supervisors to Meet. Announcement has been made, that
the coming conference of forest
pervisors will be held tn El Paso,
Texas, November 9. There will te
21 supervisors and one deputy supervisor in attendance. They will convs
from very forest in District 3 which
embraces sections as far away, as
Florida and Arkansas as well as
New Mexico and Arizona.
,
Hydrographlo Survey.
S. a Carroll, engineer in charge of
the plane table work in connection
with the hydrographlo survey ot the
waters of La Luz and Fresnal canyons, Otero county, has returned to
Alamogordo with his corps of attendants. The party has been making
headquarters at High Rolls for several
weeks, in order to be nearer the
work.
Mounted Police Busy.
The mounted police are busy. J. A.
Beal arrested at Deming John McCal-lesteaged 42, charged with flrunk-ennesland Tom Williams also on
the charge of drunkenness. At Silver
City he arrested W. O'Connef on th
same charge. Mounted Policeman A
A. Sena has arrested Tomas Valdez,
at Las Vegas, on the charge of the
larceny of a horse. Valdez was bound
over for the action of the grand jury.
Postoffice Matters.
Five New Mexico postofflces have
been discontinued and the mail for
them is now sent as follows: Belcher,
Roosevelt county .discontinued an!
mail sent to Inez. Harence, Sandoval
county, mail now to Senorlto; Lew-IstoRoosevelt county, mall now
sent to Elida;; (Putnam, San Juan
county, mail now goes to Thoreau:
Scholle, Valencia county, mail now
sent to Mountainair. Cora E. Keller, Sharmock, Sierra county, has
been commissioned postmaster.
Special Highway Repairs.
Twenty men were taken up by
automobiles from Raton to resume
The
work on the Scenic Highway.
work has been carried to a point
several miles up the road and will
be completed to the state line before
The worst
the- - close of the week.

'

Cottolene

Shortens,
Your

makes light, flaky biscuit
that almost melt in your mouth.
It .contains no greasy, indigestible hog
fat Cottolene is made from choice vegeta- ble oil, and is by long odds the most healthful

Lengthens
Your

,

Food.

fatiorf

r

Cottolene may cost

lard, but it
more.

gCres

,

one-thir-d

.

a little more per pound than

farther and is therefore wprth

.:!

Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
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House. Wednesday Oct. 18th
DuncainED.Opera
W. ROWLAND and EDWIN CLIFFORD (Inc.) OFFERS
THE INIMITABLE COflEDIAN

(

WRITTEN

DAVE LEWIS

.

FOR
LAUGHING

PURPOSES

DON'T
DON'T
DON'T

LIE
-

TO

YOUR

SongINFarce
Three Acts

WIFE

By CAMPBELL B. CASAD
Will
Leave the Theatre With a Smile for Hubby
Every Wife

Direct from
Whitney Opera
House
Chicago

Company. Production, Electrical Effects, Stage Settings,
OF HIGH MERIT.

Equally
SONGS

so-ar- e

.

the GIRLS and LEWIS'

Prices:

,

$1.50, $1.00
50c

FOUR

tAS

I
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For 4 days Only the HUB Will Offer the Choice of any
:
.
.
$20.00 to $30.00 Suit in the House
Choice of Any Suit, ranging from $15.00 to $18.00
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Seeing is believing! We submit to the closest inspection.

The Alfred Benjamin Clothing

will convince even the most skeptical man from Missouri.
We extend you a special invitation to view our splendid
showing of these wonderful suits
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Only Store in the City Selling Men's Wear Exclusively
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Within fbur yeafS the terri- CHINA IS FACING AN
.
accumtory had wiped oub 'he
ulated a balance and Suras
way
UNPRECEDENTED CRISIS
to .pay off af,)the Vi3ifH.that the
democrats badmade
jcjsaary to
borrow in order to ksejx ti govern- THE REVOLUTIONISTS HAVE
ment going.' T)w4aK"rcite'nna reducA REPUBLIC AND
ed from six and a half to six and by
NAMED A, PRESIDENT. honest, capable and economical' administration of affairs, the public educational andchalfeigft 'fpstttutioris .Peking, Oct
today, facas
were put on a sound toasi and en- an unprecedented crisis. Peking if
self is threatened.
abled to
pirocees'..i.he' work, they "Members
of the cabinet admitted
wer intended r
The "republlcaa txarty atands ' today today that the garrison here is known,
as always for inrogressfor the square to be honeycombed with revolutionary
deal, for protection for the wool indus-itr- sentiment The same condition etiatu
and all,othe,lndjtftf)(2Ut danger in the two great military posts which
guard the capital, Pao Ting Fu and
of dlsaMfouaVOTm
It la a paxty Mwiwipls and a Tien Tsin.
Today's news Included reports that
party with
longjpecordjtor doing
I
the right thdng at the' right time and Chung King was in danger, that
Chow
had
that
been
To
taken,
Chang
for never
alike
with great IsgTinTrTreaFproblems. had fallen and that communication
In San Miguel county, the republican between Hankow and Chang Sha, th
of Hunan province, was inparty this election will carry its state capital
terrupted.
and county ticket .by a1arger majority
An edict published today offers par
than ever In jts history. - .the efforts
don to all revolutionists "who were
of the MorningOural at Albuquercoerced; into joining the rebellion"
que to make
is a conditional on their
expressing suit
progressive mempntjtii'.ihi county, able repentance.
are ridiculous and show to the people The
government today followed up
up here that the Morning. Journal is its act of yesterday, cashiering the
not telling the truth abou the pres-- '
viceroy, Wu Chang, by extending the
ent political situation in "New Mexico, i same treatment to General Chang
The progressive meeting here of about
Piao, commander of the troops in tho
30 or 40 men without influence of
Wu Chang district
votes has faded away la rcompletely
Secret advices received ,here indias though it never had been held. cate that Dr. Sun Yatsen, whom tho
It amounted to nothings at its incep- revolutionists
hope to elect president
tion and has made no. headway-- There
of a Chinese republic, was at Shangwill be two pa.rfes in tneeld in this
hai last week and many now be on the
county, the democrats and the republi- scene of
operations at Wu Chang or
cans. The people of San Miguel counHankow.
ty have not forgotten: the dark period
Consular advices received here toof democratic rule
. It is
top
jpero.
day state tilat the rebel artillery has
fresh in their minds fothem to peroccupied a hill commanding Hankow
mit a democratic victory or a near and the rebels have taken
possession
approach to "one"',
ot the railway station. The allied
The republican .party will be found
foreign marines have landed and are
stronger in San 'Miguel county, after protecting the foreign concessions unthe votes are counted on November 7 der command of the Japanese admiral
and San Migue;
coyftty Jill head the Kawashim, the head of' the third
list of counties in 'size of majority squadron ot the Japanese navy. The
cast.
Chinese gunboats are anchored off

4ts,
Tn-la-

8TATE TICKET

EPUBLICAW

-

For GoTernor
HOLM O. BURSUM.

j-i

For Lieutenant
"

MALAQUIAB

Oorarnor

MARTINEZ.

For Secretary

of State

SE5CUNDINO ROMERO.

f

For 8tata Andltor
W.

O.-

-

SARGENT.

For State Treasurer
SILVESTRE MIRABAL.
For Attorney General
FRANK W. CLANCY. .
of Public Instrua
For Superintendent
'
tion
ANDREW B. STR0UP.
For Commissioner of Public Lands
ROBERT P. ERVTEN,
;
For Supreme Court Judges
FRANK W. PARKER,
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS,
EDWARD R. WRIGHT.
Wor Corporation Commissioners
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
M. S. GROVES.
"For Representatives in Congress
"
'
GEORGE CURRY,
ELFEGO BACA.

.IT MEANS DISASTER
The last democratic administration
in New Mexico closed at the end of

four years with a deficit In the terri
torial government of over $127,000.
Gross neglect, Incompetency and
careless and foolish, expenditures of
we people 8 money caused the ruin
f the territory's credit and the Idte- ess of many of her people who could
ot secure employment when Industries were, cuf to a minimum
--
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the foreign concessions for their

own
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safety.
Hankow Desolate.
China, Oct. 13. This City
Hankow,
v
was a scene of desolation today. All
night incendiary fires burned throughout the navy quarters and it was a
night of terror for the populace. There
was a massacre of Manchu families
which left large numbers of dead and
to add to ..the danger all the prisons
were opened and the inmates ; re'
'
leased.
.The revolutionary organization is
making every effort to restore order
and it is announced that rioters
wherever caught will be severaly
dealt with.
The revolutionary army is strongly
entrenched in Wu Chang and Han
Yang, with guns mounted to command positions. Since the capture of
the Han Yang arsenal there has been
no solicitude regarding the supply
of ammunition and the leaders declare
they can cope with any opposition.
Parties of government troops, which
are arriving here are met promptly
by revolutionists, who endeavor, to
persuade them to join the movement.
If they refuse they are allowed to
withdraw. '
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None Will Be Sold Before 7 O'clock
r.After9titfais.-..Ruced
Price

i

A Chinese Republic.
San Francisco, Oct 13. Advices
were received here today by the
the Chinese paily
Chung Sal Yat-Pin
World, that the revolutionists
China have declared a republic, electcoming Li Yuen Hung, lieutenant
"
mander of the imperial new army,
president.

POSTOFFICE

N IG H T O NUY
None

FOR

N IS

Men, Women, Girls And Boys

Unrestricted Choice At

WlFtF

"0

ROBBED

Pittsburg, Kan., Oct 13. Robbers
who entered the postoffice at Mulberry, 15 milee east of Pittsburg, early
today, escaped with several package?
of registered mail. One package is
said to have contained $10,000 being
sent to the Sheridan Coal company
to pay its miners.

Al Atkins has resigned his position
as night clerk at the Santa Fe station and will enter into day work ia
another division 'of the road.

515-51- 7

It ii
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-"The

store

of Quality'

Railroad
Avenue

e.lasvegas.

-

n.m:

Dole

For Results Try an Optic Want Ad.

His Pfescriplionlsl

The Best Stove
Line in Town

PERSONALS
County Engineer George Morrison
has gone to the country around
on a surveying trip.
Hallett Raynolda, cashier of the
First National bank left this afternoon
for Santa Fe on business.
Attorney Charles A. Spiess went to
Santa Fe this afternoon and will be
gone several days on business.
William Comstock, Jr., returned this
afternoon from Itoswell where be has
been attending a meeting of Odd Fel-

r

U The Hull Detachable and

Interchangeable Umbrella

Tc-celo-te

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for. a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
tore is faultless from any
standpoint that' you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

i

M
zr-

Isdrivio the old style umbrellas out
- "JlSlJ'.Lt'AKiT!

more than the old style and gives the

v

IS- -

Y' ' jbuyerjan advantage never enjoyed
i

j,

before.

:

-

last night from Albuquerque where
.
they have been attending the state
,
fair.
.'
.
!
Miss Josefita Garcia left this afteri
noon for Ribera. She will teach during the fall and winter ait San Miguel.
W. G. Ogle, the landman, has returned from a week's visit in Albu1911
querque. , He has been attending the iui. kJii uia.t Brut.
state 'fair.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Leftus and family arrived from Penasco Blanco yes
terday afternoon on a visit to the j
'
I
Meadow City.
...
.
A. M. Hammond left this afternoon
of vo'-.- clothes if you wear
on a business trip to the northern
part of the state. He went from Las
Vegas to Springer.
Mrs. X. V. Carpenter took Santa Fe
train No. 9 last night for California
where she will spend some time visit'"
ing friends and relatives.
distinctive apThey're the latent styles, faultlessly tailored,
C. E. Valverde, who resides in
was a visitor in Las Vegas pearing and are guaranteed to look as stylish and fit perfectly a
'
today. Mr.- Valverde is a guard at
'
long as worn.
the territorial penitentiary.
George Kahle, route, agent of the
Wells Fargo Express company, will
'Priced from
OQ
leave tonight for Roswell, on a business trip. He will be gone several
days.
E. G. Murphey returned last night
from Albuquerque wnere he has been
attending a meeting of the stat
local
republican committtee. From
board of pharmacy, of which he is
the enthusiasm shown it is evident
.president.
that Mr. Bursum is popular In Tucum
Tronquilino Roybal arrived this aftoari. The party expects to go today
ernoon from his home In Wagon
to Santa Rosa.
Mound and will be in Las Vegas several days transacting 'business and
visiting friends.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET.
Senator W. A. Clark the railroad
New York, Oct. 13. Fluctuati-juf
magnate and mine owner passed
stocks during the morning were
through Las Vegas this afternoon In
Ills private car on his way from his
largely by the movement tf a
home in Montana to visit his mines in LARGE MAJORITIES IN THAT SEC- few securities.
American Toaacvo
TION MAY BE EXPECTED
bonds were bought on an enormous
Arizona.
NOVEMBER 7
scale at rising prices. The common
Mrs. Molly C. Schmidt, after spend
stocks shot up ifi points on the "ct-'- j.
ing the summer. on the ,Paclfic:oaBt,
Tucumoari, N, M., Oct 13. That H, The whole market was stimulate 1 l y
returned to Las Vegas last night. JusGeneral Electric de
tus Schmidt, her son," remained in O. Bursum and the entire republican this movement
'
California and has entered Leland ticket will receive Immense majorities veloped strength. There was further
the 5
in northeastern New Mexico is Indicat- weakness In
Stanford University.
Postmaster F. O. Blood, who has ed by the enthusiasm shown by the per cent bonds falling two points to
been in Albuquerque attending tjhe voters of San Miguel, Mora, Colfax, 66 cents, the lowest since the organiregathering of the postmasters of '''the Union and Quay counties during the zation of the company. , Fractional
state, returned home last night' He visits which Mr Bursum has made to action was general in the second hour
was also a visitor at the bl state fWr the principal cities of those counties and the market became lifeless
Tobacco fours reacted
's American
and one of the fans at the baseball during the past seven days. Mr.
tour of these counties has been Bonds generally were firm. Prices
park.
Thomas Jotinsen, of J. C. Johneri & one of triumph. In all the cities and hardened slowly again after midday,
Son, the undertakers, who has been in towns large crowds have 'turned out but the general inquiry was slight.
the annual to hear him and have applauded his The close was strong.
Albuquerque attending
convention of undertakers' and
utterances roundly.
and the; state fair, went to
After an enthusiastic meeting In
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
Santa Fe this morning from the Duke Clayton Mr. Bursum and his party
Oct 13. Cattle, receipts
Chicago,
toto
Las
return
will
and
Vegas
went Wednesday to Naravisa and estimated
City
at
2,000; market alow and
morrow night.
Amtstad. At the latter place they
'
$4.85 8.50; Texas
Beeves,
steady.
the
Herbert Hagerman,
'progress were met by a band and a large, re
western steers,
steers,
$4.156.10;
ive republican,", who was scheduled to ception committee made up of citi
and feeders,
$4. 256.75; ; stackers
to
speak at the Dunc: opera house
zens. A meeting was held during the
cows and heifers, $2.
$3.255.75;
morrow night, telegraphed to one of afternoon which was well attended
'
6.75; calves, $5.503S,50.
hla ooimpadrea here that, owing to a In the
a meeting was held Hogs, receipts estimated at 20,000;
evening
mistake in his program he will not at Naravisa. This was a most enthumarker weak to 5 cents lower. Light,
be able to speak in Las Vegas until
were
siastic", gathering.
Speeches
'
f5.956.67; mixed, $66.70; heavy,
,;;
j
Tuesday night of next week.
made toy Mr. Bursum, iRobert Ervien $5.906.70; rough, $5.906.15; good
held1
After having
rousing political and Jose D. Sena. Mr. Bursum advo- to
choice heavy, $6.156.70; pigs,
meetings in Santa Rosa, C, W.
cated good roads and industrial $3.755.90; bulk of sales, $6.30 6.60.
Ward, Charles A. Spiese attd IbftJ'id
school' for the state.
Sheep, receipts estlmated at 12,- Leahy returned to Las Vegas last
Two meetings were held yesterday 000; market weak. Native, $2.254;
night On their return trip they ran in this city under the auspices of the western! 2.754.00; yearlings, $3.75
into a large flock of quail and brought
in a good number of the birds which
A!if.Jibi- s
mem auuj j.eHrj;MiH-liewere enjoyeuj toy At.
today. They made the,trfn 'tin
an automobile Secundlno Romero 're
mained in Santa Rosa.
Eduvigen Grespin, an employe of
the Romero Mercantile company, died
this morning at his homw i the West
side near the court house after a
short illness followed by a stroke of
It may be that caffeine- - (he drug in tea and coffee has
paralysis. Crespin was taken 111 while
on the East side "yesterday morning
upset a naturally cheerful disposition,
and today was unable to be at bis
Better tell the victim how to make a steaming hot cup o
place in the store. Shortly before 10
o'clock his condition became critical
'
and he died soon after. He leaves a
wife and five children. The funeral
will take place tomorrow afternoon
at 4 o'clock from the home.
Tom MacRae, business manager of
of the Santa Fe magazine, arrived
It has a delicious flavor similar to that of mild high-grad- e
l
this afternoon and will be in Las Vefriends
old
several
days visiting
gas
Java, but with none of the injurious effects of tea and coffee
j
and looking up matters concerning
but the rich food elements which build and sustain the I
nothing
will
which
he
the .magazine, after
go
:
nerve centres.
;
to Santa Fe. He is on his way from
Mr.
Mexico.
of
to
the City
Chicago
A 10 days' trial of
MacRae stated this afternoon that
Postum has let sunshine
though the demonstration train will
into many a life. It may brighten yours.
not return to Las Vegas it will make
a trip to the Gulf lines, .fhere was
some doubt aa to whether the rails
n"
and bridges would stand the weight
of the big engine but it has been decided by experts of the road that the
Postum Cereal Co., Lti Battle Creek, Mich.
trip can be made with perfect safety.
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lows.
Dr. and Mrs. C. C. Bttliog returned
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Let us explain the Hull Umbrella to
you.

.

ROBERT J..TAUPERT

u.

"Holeproof"
Women's Stockings

V.

You can get the famous and
original "Holeproof" Hose for
women find children
Holeproof Stockings 6
$2.00. Medium
pairs,
'
weight. Black, tan and
black
with white feet.
Sizes 8 to 11.

Holeproof

Lustre-Stoc- k

injjs 6 pairs $3.00. Finished like silk. Extra light
weight. Tan and black.
Sizes, 8 to 11.
And this guarantee goes with
each box of six pairs:
"If any or all of these
stockings come to holes or
need darning within six
months from the day you
buy them, we will replace

them free."

Hoffman &
Graubarth

.

r

Garments

Kaufman

$ 2 g.

$Q.OO
JOS. A. TAICHERT

BURSUM

Q

STRONG

NORTHERN

.

f'

for wood or coal in

4

sizes, also

made by the P. D. Beckwith Estate.

i

for the $6.50 Oak. Heaters, 11 In.
for the $8.50 Oak Heaters, 13 in.
$8.50 for the $10 Oak Heaters, 15 in.
15c for 25c Stove Pipes, & or 6 inch.
10c for 25c Stove Damper, 5 or 6 Inch.
15c for 25c Elbows, 6 or 6 Inch.
STOVES SET UP AND BLACKENED.
Stove Boards 45c and up.
$4.60

Y. M. C. A.

.Allis-Chalmer- s,

1.

Bur-sum-

RETAIL PRICES
20e

pr

100 lbs.

per 100 lbs.
por 100 Ibo,
40o por 100 lb.
Wo por '100 Ibo.
2So
SOo

,

AGUA PURA COMPANY

$4.O05.90;i

I

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
attd Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

ji
KANSA8

Up-to-d- ate

WILL DOLL BUILDING

2400 lbs, or Mora, Each Dsllvsry
1,000 loa. to t000 lbs. Each Dsllvsry
200 lbs. to 1MX lbs Each Dsllvsry
50 lbs. to 200 lbs
Each Dsllvsry
Loos Than 60 Ibo, Each Dollvorjr

Rosenthal

4.55;
lambs,, native,
western, $4.006.10.

Stylish and

:

?

--.

Blankets and Comforts at 15
off for week ending October 14

;

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing

,

603 Lincoln:

$6.50

Opposite

TAILOR FOR MEN

Everything Made at Home.

The Great Round Oak

Td)6

CHAS. LEWIS

i

The Colonial Oak

s

yov-e:ne- d

TEACHING YOUTH TO HATE
gov
0 tisf&Bttit&pi&, occ. is.-t- ne
ernment today ordered the expulsion
within 24 hours of all Italian correspondents. A society has been organized to wage an economic war against
Italy. All Ottomans are asked to
sign a declaration to cease all dealings with Italians. The newspapers
endorsing this campaign advise Ottomans to inculcate the young with a
hatred for Italy and Italians. A prize
court has been formed to deal with
the captures of war, which up to the
present time, include two tramp
steamers, a yacht, a motor boat and
number of tugs, lighters and steam
launches.

0PTIQAN

.You'll Be Proud

COUNTIES

Las Vegas, N. M.
Phone Vain 104

-

JEWELER

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

CITY LIVE STOCK.

Kansas City, Oct. 13. Cattle, receipts, 2,500, Including 1,500 southerns. Market steady. Native steers,
$5.258.35; southern steers, $4.00
5.25; southern cows and heifers, $2.75
4.60; native cows and heifers, $2.71
7.00; stockers and feeders, $4.00
5.85; bulls, $3.254.50; calves, $4.50
'
7.75; western steers, $4.007.50;
"
western cowst $2.75 4.60.
Hogs, receipts 4,500; market steady
to 5 cents lower; bulk of sales, $6.15
6.40;
heavy, $6.306.40; packers
and butchers, $6.206.45; lights, $6.10
'
6.40; pigs, $4.505.60.
market
weak.
2,000;
Sheep, receipts
Muttons, $3.25 4.00; lambs, $4.50
5.75; range wethers and yearlings,
$3.254.75;. range ewes, $2.503.75.

NationaX

TRADC

"'.'.irrBoot Rubber Collars and
mii

Cuffs'

otyias.

.

rnonTll.

"it;

MUSICIAN 18 MURDERED.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Oct. 13. Musician

Ernest Lawrence of the Ninth cavalry
at Fort . Russell, was shot and instantly killed by Raymond Hall, a discharged Ninth Cavalry soldier, this
morning at a dance in this city. The
trouble arose by Hall taking the part
of two women who were quarreling.

Hall made his escape but officers are
close on his tracks.

nw

'
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Front U In.
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ALTMORE

St-- ..

RANSLEV m!
Sizes 12.181,,..,,:

JW-f-

!ft ipj f.iv

EVERYCUDY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

.

the

Here's a woman's stocking of quality and wear.

lgJksa

'

Their dye is one of their superlative features. The brightest, truest,
surest, most lasting black and the
richest shade of tan known to
hosiery making. Dyed with Wun
derdye fast to the last.
Made for all ages and
sizes, for women and
misses.

Four pairs to the box
$1.00, or a
grade,
three pairs to the box
The
$1.00.
de-lu-

Capital Paid in

Fretful Orve

ROSTUSM.

i"i'it

months.

E..ROSENWALD

"There's a.

R-eaLSo-

'

Surplus

X---"

Sir---

$50,000.00

J. M.

CUNN1NOHAM,

Prwldent

PRANK SPRINOER, Vlc

H0SKW5.

Pmidant
.

LAgfeGAs':'

Cblr

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

...

.

, ;

:,

V

MiiTEFL NEW YEAR.
fm

-

i'.

in commencing an account at this savings bank on
.the day of his birth has the wisdom and foresight
of his

fore-father-

s.

A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

BEGUN 1912

well-boile-

guarantee insures the
toe, heel and sole against
need of darning for four

i'

ftiTs M

$100,000.00

DoiVt Chide

FOR WOMEN
you are proud of
once they grace your feet.
The way they fit and the way
they wear is a revelation.

irfarf

r

on the second day of the year is a gracious thing to
do for a child. Make it a day long to be remember- ' ed by acting on the suggestion. Years to come will
cr
teU the story of accumulations that will surprise the
,t . one in whose favor the account stands.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

tlX

f

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,

4
DAVE LEWIS IS
A MIGHTY CLEVER
ACTOR MAN

f

W
If--

f

CALL FOR

BIDS

lbs. Putty.
the foregoing to be delivered at
the asylum.
Bidder submit samples of articles
marked with an asterisk ().
The board of directors of the In- same Asylum reserve the right to reject any and all bids.
Bidders should write plainly on envelope the following "Bids for Supplies for the New Mexico Insane Asylum," with the name or names of bidders.
AH

' '

I

1
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J

,m

V ,

V
I

i

;

;

!

'iAcv, fa

s.
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-

1

t
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1

a

.

700 lbs.,
1911.

Evaporated Peaches, crop

500 lbs..
1911.

Evaporated Apricots, crop

LABOR NOTES

400 lbs., Cooking Figs.
700 lbs., Raisin, mnst be 4 crown.
700 lbs.. Prunes.
After a year's struggle the electri4.000 lbs.. I,ard. 50 lb. cans. Bidder cal workers at Schenectady, N. Y.,
came brand.
have secured the union shop.
1,200 lbs., Rice.
The carpenters at Portsmouth, N.
2,500 lbs.. Coffee.
H., recently secured an Increase rang400 lbs.,' Guatemala Coffee.
ing from 25 to 50 cents a day.
Labor Commissioner Smith, ot De2,000 lbs., White Corn Meal, more
or less, as required.
troit, has declared that women shall
400 lbs., Chewing Tobacco, fresh not be employed to work in Detroit

1:

at their fas after many exciting experiences. Later the wife
landpd
i

"! her friends show up unexpectedly
MU' a gay party Is In progress with

cases Laundry Soap.
Cases A. P. W. Toilet Paper, 24
cartons each.
Gloss Starch.
5 cases Laundry
Klngsford preferred.
8 cases Sapollo.
Oats.
Without
0 cases Quaker
China.
20 cases Pettljohn's Breakfast Food.
30 cases Soda Crackers, as requir
cases Green Corn, solid cans.
cases Tomatoes.
10 cases Green Peas.
16 cases Macaroni.
6 cases P. V. Blend Syrup.
4 cases Smoking Tobacco, 2 gross
each.
2 Bbls. Hominy.
1 Bbl. N. O. Molasses.
125 Jackets Corn Syrup, 2s, good
quality.
10 Bales Salt,
10 doz. Brooms.
6 doz. Blankets.
3 Pillows.
10 Handkerchiefs.
5 doz. Leather gloves.
3 doz. Men's Buckle Shoes, 1 doz.
10
10

chorus girls, and the complies.-u- s
are many, but the men prove
.l to the occasion and finally turn
i
;
p.bles on the women and the cur--;
goes down on a happy and re-:- d
little coterie. Mr. Lewis Is
; orted by a large company of ex-- j
i.:;. i'arceurs, and the production contains all the brilliancy that featured
tho successful run at the Whitney
opera house in Chicago last season.
Assisting Mr. Lewis there will he Mi- 7s; 1 doz. 8s; 1 doz. 9s.
riam Shelby, Edna Roland, Gladys
3 doz. Overshoes, 1 doz. 8s: 1 doz.
Lillian
Wilcox,
Stanley, yirginla 9s; 1 doz. 10s.
Stewart, Estelle Vernon, Lenore Frey,
6 doz. pairs Ladies' Hose, 2 doz.
William C. Hodges, Holworth Stark,
1 doz 9s; 1 doz. 10s; 1 doz. 10s.
Ss,
Harry Ellis, Benton Garvin, Mart
2 doz. Ladies' Knit Union Suits,
Franklin and Edward Spencer.
Nos. 5 end 6.
6 doz. Boxes white Thread: 3 doz.
be
to
old
fashioned
supper
That
No. 30; 2 doz. No. 40; 1 doz No. 36.
piven by the Methodist Ladies is to
3 doz. pair Ladies' Shoes: 2 doz.
'be S5 cents Instead of 25 cents as stat
doz
14 doz 7s.
4s;
ed in last night's paper.
They are
doz.
Boxes
Knitting Cotton No.
menu and
preparing a most
'
10.
Rewell
worth
the
will
be
it
price.
doz.
Pantaloon
Boxes
buttons,
The
member the time ad' place.
size.
.
time, next Tuesday! evening and the large
1 doz. Spreads for 4 beds.
(Pta.ce, the Coora building, corner of
2 doz. Thin Cups and Saucers.
Sixth and Lincoln- 3 doz. Butter chips.

6s;

During the first six months of the

present year the International Union
of Bricklayers has paid 402 death
claims, amounting In all to aboat
$68,900.

The San Francisco Musicians' union
proposes to establish an orcnestra
consisting exclusively of members o;
that organlaztion, for the purpose ot
mutual Improvement..
The Winnipeg Trades and Labor
council has 46 unions affiliated with
a membership ' of
it, representing
5,030. There are also a number of
unaffiliated unions, including the rail
way brotherhoods.
The work of the label section of
the San Francisco Labor council, in
pushing the use of union brooms, )as
resulted in such an increase In de
mand that all tne broom makers in
that city now are employed.
The union of glass workers and
glaziers of Sacramento has been
granted an Increase of 50 cents a day
under an agreement effective Novenv
ber 13. The men will receive $4.50
on Satura day, with
day.
The San Francisco Lumber Clerks'
association, the lumber handlers'
union and several other labor organ!'
rations engaged in practically the
same industry, are considering a
proposition to amalgamate under one
t

nair-nonaa- y

charter.
There are now in the building
trades alone in the United States and
Canada

approximately

men

(700,000

are working an eight hour day
and at a wage 20 per cent higher then
the wages 15 years ago.

who

Association of
The International
Machinists has increased the per
capita tax from 45 cents to 75 cents
per month so as to be' ready to ftn
ance a general strike in case one
should be called. By this change the
2 doz. Soup Coupes.
income will be Increased from $600,- 10 doz. Heavy Dinner plates.
000 to $1,000,000 a year.
10 doz. Heavy Cups and Saucers.
iNew York's wage earners number
10 doz. Heavy Sauce Dishes.
1,400,000. of which the workers in
6 doz. Stiver Plated Teaspoons.
factories lead all the rest with a to3 doz. Tumblers.
tal ot 600,000. The stow clerks are
'
next in line with 290,000. The,re are
doz. Sugar Shells.
2 doz. Salt and Pepper Shakes,
220,000 laborers and mechanics, 58,000
doz.' Individual Sugar and men in the liquor business, 45,000 office workers, 40,000 in the printing
Creamers,
trades, 24,000 educators, 8,000 church
3 doz. Heavy dishup dishes,
dorkers, $$3,000 lawyers and 5,000
2 doz. Bowls, 1 pt.
physicians.
2 doz. Gravy Boats.
12 doz. Granite Plates.
12 doz. Granite Cups and Saucer
Y. M. C. A. NOTES.
12 doz. Granite Sauce Dishes.
An adjourned meeting o f the board
5 doz. Pencil Tablets.
of directors will be held next Tues6 doz. Ink Tablets.
day night at 8 oMock.
400 yards Gingham.
The association expects to
100 yards Cheviot.
with the men and religion move500 yards
Unbleached Peppereil ment of the ' countrp. Group Bible
classes are being organized and will
Sheeting,
400 yards Canton Flannel, 1 yard begin work about the first week in
wide.
November.
2 bolts Canvas, 10 oz.
Regular gymnaisum classes wilt
start next week . These classes are
2 bolts Indian Head. Twilled.
? bolts Outing Flannel, lls:it cole. adapted to men and boys of all ages,
and especial attention will be paid to
1 bale Good Cotton.
exercises tending to increase the vita!
1 gross Papers Needles.
power. Medical examinations will be
I gross Darning Needles.
1
given to all members using, the physit
Pearl
Size
Buttons,
gross
i? gross Bone Buttons. Whhe 27 cal department privileges.
Visitors are always welcome at the
line.
association and parents or friends
3 gross Men's Shoestrings.
wishing to visit the boy's classes may
2 quarts Laundry Ink.
do so by obtaining a pass from the
.
1 Milk Strainer.
office.
4 Boxes window Lights, 14x30.
BrotherMembers of the Every-da1 Box Window Lights, 16x30.
hood are asked to notice particularly
1 Box Window Lights, 15x16.
th esubject for October 16 and when
1,000 feet 1x12 lumber. S2S.
in the neighborhood of the building at
r
20 gals. Linseed Oil
9 a. m. are invited to drop in to the
10 gals. Paint.
morning class.
3--

A CERTAIN CURE

FOR CATARRH
The mucous membranes

nose and throat

of the

are exposed to the

irritating influence of dost, impure
air, etc., and for this reason are

,

the places Catarrh usually Erst
But these are
r.aaifests itself.
ilmbly exciting causes, the indam
motion and discharge being really
produced by an impure and vitiated
condition of the blood.
It is well
treatment
some
local
use
to
enough
to cleanse these membranes, but
any one can readily see that if
the inflammatory matter is left in
the blood, such treatment cannot
possilly have any permanent effect.
S. S. S. cures Catarrh by purifying
the Hood of all impure catarrhal
mailer and irritating germs and at
the same time builds up the system
When
by its fine tonic effects.
S. S. S. has purified the blood, the
mucous surfaces are all nourished
and made healthy. There can be no
inflammation of the membranes
ilr.it, because the blood is pure, and
every tissue receives nourishment instead of irritating matter. Our book
on Catarrh will give proper advice as
to w hat is best to use as a local aid
while 3. S. S. is purifying the blood.
This book is free, also any special

tou mav feel von need,
S. S. S. is sold rt dnix stores.

sidv'crt

T.'fS SWIFT CFECJFIC CO., Atlanta. Co.

CPO-t-

SAFE - F.F.Lf
n:

NO CPIATE3
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RESTAURANT AND

HOV ORDERS AND REGULAR OINNEKS
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

SOCIETY

piifrr'!1"!!

it

CAFE
HANDLED

COLUMN

I

ADVER

CLASSIFIED

TI8EMENTS
Plv cents per line each Insertion
to a
estimate six ordinary word
ina. No ad to occupy less space than
wo lines. All advertisements charg
ed wilt be booked at space actually
t. without regard to number of
Cash In advance, preferred.
ord

ANO

DiRECTOitY

BUSINESS

ot
quickly into CHOUP, BRONCHITIS,
elcome to tai
brother ai .?
PNEUMONIA which often meant a sud- CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4
HONEY
sacheThi
FOLEY'S
w
o
Wood.
M.
den faulity. Keep
A.
Regular com
wigwam
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
aa
record
munication first and
cold.
David Kl;at 'bief of
house and give at first sign of
third Thursday In each
Refuse substitutes.
collector ot wninpum.
O. G. SCHAfcrfcK
month. Visiting broth,
Red Cross Drug Co.
era cordially invited. 3. P. O. ELKS Meets second aaJ
William H, Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
fourth Tueur'ar evening ot each
Sporleder, Secretary.
month at C K , C. ha!L Vlsitlnj
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2.
KNIOHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-- i

V9v

$

U

Brothers are cordially tnvitd. Q.
H. Hunker, Ezailed Ruler; - D- W.
Condon, Secretary
-

ular conclave second
dsy la each month at Ma- sonic Temple at 7:80 p. m. C. D KNIGHTS Of CuLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
NO. S04 .Uvjtrs seccud and fourth
corder.
Thursday ui O. U. C uali. Pioneer
building. V:i:lil nenourj re cot
NO. 3,
CHAPTER
VEGAS
LA8
dlally invitei W. 1: l ipiou. i.
I'.'
P Msckoi, F. a
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
convocation first Monday
in each month at
I. w. O. p unti ttt.ni lOUO
N.'.
Temple, at 7:30 p.
1.
Meets evvry
eveuiUgat
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
their hat: ii oUib tiC'coi, All "tailP.; Chas. H. Bporleder,
ing bretnivo rordiMj) invueu to at
secretary.
tend. Carl Carl Weru, N. U., A.
T. Rogers, v ti.. T. M. Elwooo.
Secretary; W tC Critca, treasurer;
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E
C V. Hedgootk, cemetery trus'ee
8. Meets first and third FriTuee-V- "

M

Ma-son- lo

James C. Dahlman, "Cowboy" Mayor
of nmiha. "Throws the Lariat"
Mavor Jas. C. Dahlman started his
earner as a cowbov. and Is at present
mavor of Omaha, and has the roiioW'
Sheriff of Dawes uo.
lng record:
days la Misti'" Temple. Mrs. MODERN WOODiVitN OF AMERICA
Neb., three terms; mayoi of Chadron,
- Aieei
com
Agnes If.' Tripp, Worthy Matron.
two terms: democratic national
ij. U.e ftiev of brotherly
mittAnman. eleht vears:
mayor of
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
love at the Fratet ual Brotherhood
Omaha, six years, ana in 191U canal
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
hall, on the second and fourth Fridate for governor of Nebraska. Writ
Phone Main J31, 721 Fourth street
day of eat b month at 8 p. m. C. Clay,
ing to Folev and Co.. Chicago, he
says: "I have taken Foley Kidney
Consul; u. Laemmle, .Clerk. VisitPills and they have given me a great
1.
LODGE
DORADO
NO,
neighbors are especially welcome
EL
ing
recom
so
I
deal of relief
cheerfully
and
cordially invited.
vVANTED Pay or board at start mend them." Yours truly.
KNIGHTS OP PYTHIAS 'Meets
C. dahlman.
learn trade, automobiles, electricity. (Signed)
james
eve
every Monday
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
OKVTIST8.
plumbing, bricklaying
by actual Co.
ning in Castle hall
work on Jobs. Only few months re
Vlsttlng Knights are
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
quired and no apprentice drudgery; Take Your Common Colds Seriously
invited.
cordially
200 students last year.
Common colds, severe and frequent
DENTI8T
Catalogue
Chas. E. Liebsoh
Los lay the foundation of chronic dlseas
free. United, Trade School,
Suite
4, Crockett Building. Has pbons
ed conditions of the nose and throat
aler, Chancellor
Angeles, California.
at office and residence.
and may develop into bronchitis,
Commander. Harry
For
pneumonia, and consumption.
Martin. Keeper of
HIGHER CLASS or better paying en all coughs and colds in children and
Records and Seal.
ATTORNEYS
in
take
than
of
that
grown persons,
Foley's Honey
ployment
representing
G.
O.
Tar
and
Compound promptly.
a leading nursery company is not
H- Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO Geo.
to be bad. If you are ambitious to Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
&
HUNKtR
at
HUNKER
102
Meets every Monday night
better your condition, the oppor- .A Medicine That Gives Confidence
Law
at
hall
Schmidt
in
their
building,
the
Attorneys
before
lies
in
you
tunity
entering Is
Honey and Tar Compound,
New Mexico
west of Fountain Square, at eight Las' Vegas
our employ. Salem Nursery Com' Mrs.Foley's
T. J. Adams, No. 522 Kansas
cor
are
members
o'clock.
Visiting
Ave., Columbus, Kas., writes: "For
pany, Salem, Oregon.
number of years my children have
dially welcome. E. E. Gearing, presi
MASSAGE
been subject to coughs and colds.
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secre
used Foley's Honey and Tar Com
tary; C. Psily, Treasurer.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER,
pound and found that it cured their
coughs and colds, so I kept It In the
Masseuse and Midwife.
FOR SALE Large oak heater, cheap. house all the time." Refuse substl
. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 545. Phone, purple
.....6291
tutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
923 Gallinas.
...
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues- Residence . .rr.Trr. . . .' 918 lllneoln.
Drug Co.
Manicuring and Chiropdy.
day of the month in the vestry
FOR SALE Lady's gentle driving
8
rooms
at
of
Montefiore
Temple
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
horse. C. McClanahan.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
. Lucas
County., ss.
Isaac Appel,
Frank
makes
cordially Invited.
oath
J.
that
Foley's Kidney Fi Is vs. a Hopeless
FOR SALE Thoroughbred
White he is seniorCheney
of the firm
Charles Greenclay, Sec
Case
partner
President;
Mrs. Dillon, F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
Wyandotte chickens.
Hon. Ark. J. E. Freeman says: "I
retary.
1022 Fourth street
in the City of Toledo, County and
had a severe case of kidney trouble
and could not work and my case
State aforesaid, and that said firm
4.
RED
CLOUD
NO.
Red
TRIBE
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
seemed hopeless. One large bottle ot
POR SALE Legal blanks of ail n
DOLLARS for each and every case Men meet in Fraternal Brotherhood Foley's Kidney Remedy cured me and
rec
seals
and
Notary
scrtptlons.
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall, A. M. Adler, Sachem; David I have never been bothered since. I
ords at The OpUo office.
the use of - Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Flint, chief of records and collector always recommend it'! O. G. SchaefFRANK J. CHENEY.
er and Red Cross Drug Co.
Sworn to before me and subscribed of wampum. Visiting brothers al
FOR SALE Two carloads fine fresh
in my
this 6th day of De ways welcome.
Foley's Kidney Remedy (Liquid)
milch cows, 20 with calves by side. cember, presence,
A. D. 1886.
Is a great medicine of proven value
balance close springers. Santa Fe
A. W. GLEASON,
Don't trifle with a cold is good ad for both acute and chronic kidney
(Seal)
stock yards.
Notary Public,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter vice for prudent men and women. It and bladder ailments. It is especialand acts directly on the blood may. be vital in case of a child, ly recommended to elderly people for
FOR SALE Barred Plymouth rock nally,
mucous
and
surfaces of the system, There is nothing better than Cham Its wonderful tonic and reconstructive
'
chickens including several fine Send for testimonials free.
berlain's Cough Remedy for coughs qualities, and the permanent relief
O. G.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. and colds In children. It is safe and and comfort it gives them.
cockerels, J. C, Rex, 1018 Fourth or
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
sure. For sale by all druggists.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
A Co.
care Gross-Kell- y
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl
pation.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms
with bath in connection, in good
Foley Kidney Pills
private family. - First class board
In house if wished at very reason Supply just the ingredients needed to
build up, strengthen and restore the
able rates. M., care of Optic.
natural action of the kidneys and
eod4w
bladder.
Specially prepared for
backache, headache,
nervousness,
rheumatism and all kidney, bladder
and urinary irregularities.
O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
FOR RENT 5 furnished rooms with
bath. 1022 Fourth St
After exposure, and when you feel
cold coming on, take Foley's Honey
PHONE MAIN 227
FOR RENT One bedroom and three and Tar Compound.
It checks and
relieves. Use no substitute.
The
houeekeping rooms. 921 Lincoln
genuine in a yellow package always.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
POR RENT A new modern five room Co.
brick cottage. Inquire 90S Third St
-

For Sale

'

I

'

.

Crystal Ice

For Rent

e

Pure Ice

.

FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms,
single or en suite for light housekeeping, all modern conveniences,
splendid location, 3034 Eighth street
Phone Main 108.

TIKE CARD

LOCAL

No. 1
PARTY wishing comfortable place for Ne. S
housekeeping through the winter No. 7
can have four fairly furnished rooms' No.

(:15 A.M.
5:15 P. M.
:S5 P. M.
Depart
1:10
:J0
5:40
7:00

,

No. 7
No.

Lame back is one of the most common forms of muscular rheumatism.

few applications of Chamberlain's
Liniment will give relief. For sale No.
by all druggists.
No.
Nell Mrs.

Dasbaway

says

she

her sight. Belle Is he so .very good,
or so very bad?
Where one man takes to
dozen are willing to be taken.

t

:10
11:10
1:15
1:45

M

t

P.
P.

M.
M
A. M.

P.

V..

Depart

..................

No. 4
drink a No. 8

So.

P.

1
'

"Classified ads. search out the people to whom among
11
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most..

M

Arrive.

4
No. 8
No. 10
No- -

P.

A. M.
P. M.

EAST BOUND

A

Are Best
Market Finders

X:M P. M,

t

in warm adobe house on boulevard i
in the Hoban-Harve- y
place. See No. 1
Cutler Brothers
No. 1

cant bear to have her husband out of

ANT Ads

WEST BOUND
Arrive

8--

y

LOBBY

FOLEY'S KSKETAaTAS

Wanted!

ed.
Miss Lillian Stanley, With Dave Lewis
in "Don't Lie to Your Wife."

-

QUICK

HE

-

Bidder name brand.

18,000 lbs., Corn Chop.
6,000 lbs., Oats, recleaned.
400 lbs., Baking Powder,

20

i,

Al.r.O FOR

1

toilREN
IRSO'-

saloons.
During the last three months thj
OoMe'i Number, Main 2.
railway carmea organized 14 new
Bidder unions and Increased their member'
ship by 2,852.
name brand.
The miners, transport workers and
as re-1,200, lbs., Oleomargarine
blast furnace men exploiting the Iron WANTED Woman for plain cooking
quired. Bidder name brand.
and general housework. Apply
400 lbs.. Butter, as required, Bld- - ore mines of the island of Elba have
been on a strike for some time.
1117 Eighth street
der name brand.
So- The
of
the
United
membership
1,000 lbs., Soap Chips.
city of Boiler makers and Iron and WANTED Woman to do housework
500 lbs., Washing Powder.
Steel Ship Builders of Great Britain
and some cooking, In small family.
50 lbs.. Black Pepper.
has now increased to more than
Apply 1103 Eighth street
8 eases Toilet Soap.
stock.

3

f

FOR THE

ohe Optic

ATEft FOR

Secretary.

53,-60-

mi

1911.

President

1911.

in

13,

50

Las Vesss, N. M., October 3, 1911.
Sealed proposals will be received
at the office ot the secretary of the
board of directors of the New Mexico
Insane Asylum at Las Vegas until ten
'
o'clock Tuesday. November '1, 1911,
for the furnishing and delivery at
the New Mexico Insane Asylum of all
or any of the hereinafter named sup
plies required for the maintenance of
the hospital, commencing November

Dave Lewis,, who will be starred in
"Don't lie to Your Wife" under the
direction ot Rowland
and Clifford,
.which comes to the Duncan opera
house on October 18, will be seen as
Amoi Doubleday, a New Yorker who
is tinder the domination ot a wife
Who has suffragette tendencies. - She
1st, 1911.
goes to Atlantic Clvy and while she Is
1 carload Flour, 30,000 to 32,000
away the husband goes out (or a
'
pounds.
itght of it with boon companions.
'
lbs.
Potatoes.
16,000
,Tbey meet three chorus Erls, are ar700 lbs., Evaporated Apples, crop
rested for speeding and are finally

""":--"w-

OCTOBER

:16 P.
11:10 P.
1:15 A

M

8:10 P.

M

M

M

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper( want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
n
k possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
' ..' .,
best markets!
.

i
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In tne Fertile Fields of San M idu:e
County This Seasons Abundant Crops
Are Being Gathered Iniby Busy Farmers

TVfcN

13, 1911.

llexlcoi.
My commission expires May 2$, 1913.
Endorsed: No. C945. Cor. Rec'd.
(Notarial Seal)
Vol. 6, Page 130, Certificate of stockEDWIN C. CRAMPTON.
Notary Public, Colfax County, N. M, holders' non liability of Davis Rapid
Company.
Filed in office
My commission expires May 29, 1913,
Endorsed: No. 6944, Cor. Rec'd. Vol. of Secretary of New Mexico, Oct. 10,
1911, 9 A. M.
6, Page 130, Certificate of Incorpora
Nathan Jaffa, Secre
r
tion of the Davis Rapid
tary. Compared C. F, K. to J. O.
Filed in office of Secretary Territory of New Mexico.
Company.
of New Mexico, Oct. 10, 1911, 9 a, m.
County of San Miguel, sa

and all further rights and privileges unto set my hand anj Notarial Seai
CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
Territory of New Mexico. Office of given and granted to corporations the day and year first above written.
ih

Secretary.
Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at Nine o'clock A. M.
on the Tenth day of October, A. D.
1911; Articles of Incorporation of
r
Davia Rapid
Company,
Number 6944, and also, that I have
compared the following copy of the
same, with the original thereof now
on file, and declare it to be a correct
transcript therefrom and of the whole
thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
on this Tenth day of October, A. D.
I.

corporation
organized under the
laws qf the territory of New Mexico,
as fully and in addition to the objects
hereinbefore set forth, and incident or
beneficial to the business of this cor

poration.
.

ARTICLE IV.

Egg-Test-

Egg-Teste-

amount of the total authorized capital
stock of this organii V
I hereby
sation is
orty Thousand Dollars Nathan Jaffa, Secretary. Compared
certify that this insfrument
was filed for record on the 11th dar '
C. F. K. to J. O.
ARTICLE V.
of October, A. D. 1911, at 9 o'clock
The names and postofflce addresses Territory of New Mexico
of the Incorporators and the number
a m., and was duly'recorded In Book
County of San Miguel, ss.
"
.'
I hereby certify that this instru 1 of Articles of Incorporation' page
(
of shares subscribed for by each, the
.i
ment was filed for record on the 11th 270 on this 11th day of October, A.
of which is Twenty-eiaggregate
3'.i
Thousand Doilars, ($26,000.00), that day of October, A. D. 1911 at, 9:00 D. 1911.
Witness my hand and seal of office.
being the amount of capital stock with o'clock a. m., and was duly recorded
which this corporation will commence in Book 1 of Articles of Incorporation (Seal)
LORENZO DELGADO,,
business, are as follows:
page 269 on this 11th day of October. Clerk of tie Probate Court and Ex-mi.
'
No. of
A. D. 1911.
Officio Recorder.
NATHAN JAFFA,'
(Seal)
Amt.
Shares
;
Mexico.
Name and address
Witness my hand and seal of Wflce. By Wm. B. Stapp, Deputy.
Secretary of New
LORENZO DELGADO.
(Seal)
Certificate of Incorporation of ths Isaac Davis, Las Ve
gas, New Mexico... 2500 $25,000.00 Clerk of the Probate Court and Ex- Company
Davis Rapid
BLOOD IS ELECTED
Officlo Recorder.
We, the undersigned, all of whom William E. Gortner,
250.00
25
N.
M....
of
Las
Wm.
States
United
B.
V.
Vegas,
of
By
the
ana cititen
Stapp, Deputy.
America, do hereby associate our William H. Springer,
FIRST VICE PRESIDENT
250.00
25
Las Vegas, N. M.. . .
Certificate of Comparison
selves together and form a corpora
Territory of New Mexico. Office of
tion under and by virtue of the incor- William 'P. Southard,
New
EaBt Las Vegas,
the Secretary.
LOCAL POSTMASTER
poration laws of the Territory of
IS HONOR
25 .
250.00
New Mexico
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
ED AT MEETING OF MAIL
Mexico, for th purposes and objects
M.
L.
Ross,
Robert
to
that eid
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
hereinafter set forth, and
MEN OF NEW MEXICO
250.00
Las Vegas, N. M.... 25
we do state and certify, as follows:
certify that there waa filed for record
ARTICLE VI.
in this office at Nine o'clock A. M., on
ARTICLE I.
The organization of the Postmas
term
of existence of this cor the Tenth day of October, A. D., 1911;
The
is
'he
The neme of thla corporation
ters' association was perfected yester
Certificate of Stockholders' Non-Liaporation Bhall be fifty (50) years.
Company.
Davis rtapid
'
day following the election of officers.
ARTICLE VII.
ARTICLE II.
Com In the list of
ility of Davis Rapid
officers, of the associaThe affairs and business of this pany, Number 6945. an also, that I tion F.
The principal office of this- corpo
0. Blood, postmaster of East
conducted
and
be
shall
have compared the folowing copy of Las Vegas is vice
!
ration is in the Davis Building, in the corporation
!(- !.!! i V, I'UKlkl
:.'"&
i JM. rfflA'"
Mr.
president
con the
same, with' the original thereof Blood has been one of the men most
Town of Las Vegas, New Mexico, and controlled by a board of directors
di
and
the
now on file, and declare It to be a. active in
Robert L. M. Ross is hereby named sisting of five members,
the formation of the organi
as the agent in charge rectors who are to act as such for correct transcript therefrom and of zation and was
and
designated
'ill
temporary chairman
thereof and upon whom process the first three months and until their the whole thereof.
of the association at the first meeting.
elected
.and
are
qualified
successors
Given under my hand and the Great R. W.
against the said corporation may be
Hopkins of Albuquerque, wa
are:
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico, elected
Samples of This Season's Dry Farming Crops.
served.
president John Wiley, of Silver
H.
William
Springer, at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
Isaac Davis,
ARTICLE III.
second
vice president, and Luis
City;
Never before in lis histoiv nas ba, wheat, oats and beans the noisy rat- and there will be a merry jingle soon
The objects for which this corpora William E. Gortner, William P. South- on this Tenth day of October, A. D. Garcia, third vice president; W. A.
Miguel county been bo abundantly tle of the threshing outfit is heard. in the pockets of the faded "jeans'' tion is formed and organized are as ard and Robert L. M. Ross.
1911.
Davis of TJlovis secretary and treas'
blessed with material welfare than In the fields across the way the the farmers wear to town on their
In furtherance and not in limitation (Seal)
NATHAN JAFFA,
follows,
urer. The postmasters selected Ed
the
during
spring and summer just fprniers are busily engaged in
weekly shopping trips. And that
To acquire, hold, possess, by pur of the powers conferred by Btatute,
Secretary of New Mexico.
ward C. Burke, postmaster n' Sruta
Mexico.
New
fields
past Rain and sunshine have been
all
for
In
means prosperity
their corn.
other
or otherwise, the letters the board of directors are expressly Davis Rapid
lease
Company.
chase,
Fe, as their delegate to the National
meted out in just the proper propor- the stacks of fragrant hay stand clus- Next season will witness the arrival
...
Certificate of Stockholder's
patent to, so as to have and exercise authorized:'
convention
of postmasters, in. Wash
tions and now, when the early morn- tered
farmasof hundreds of additional dry
To hold their meetings to have one
toother holding out the
the full and exclusive right to manu
ington, October 24 and 25.
ing sun daily glistens on the "frost surance of plenty of feed for the win- ers and other settlers attracted hero
hooks
the
to
keep
This is to certify, That the underfacture, sell, barter or exchange, the or more offices, and
It was decided to have ti e organiupon the pumpkin and the fodder in ter months.
of this corporation within, or, except signed, being all of the original incor zation include
the splendid success of this sea- device known asi the "Davis Egg-Tes- t
by
of rll
postmaster
the shock," the farmers are busy
This season's crops have not only
provided by statute, porators of the Davis Rapid Egg-Tein San er," as patented by Isaac Davis, of as otherwise
son
who
those
secclasses
and
recognized
not
by
the
first,
sumin
merely
the
fruits
of
(heir
been plentiful, but they have been of
gathering
of New Mexico, er Company, having associated them
and third class men as at first
ond
soil the possibilities of Las Vegas, Territory of New Mexico, without the territory
Miguel
mer's toil and nature's bounty.
county
well.
will
as
They
superior quality
to whom letters patent for such de- at such place as may from time to selves together for the purpose of proposed.
There are some forty of
In the fields lately covered with command good prices on the market future prosperity.
vice were issued on May 30, 1911, be- time be designated by them.
forming a corporation, under the the latter in the state and all receiv
To make, alter, amend and rescind laws of the Territory of New Mexico, ed invitations, the attendance,
ing Patent No. 993,965, under his aps
United
of this corporation; to fix, in such case made and provided, for ever,
filed
in
the
the
therefor
plication
being very good in consideraStates Patent Office in Washington, determine, from time to time to vary and in "behalf of themselves, all other tion of the fact that It was the
District of Columbia, on February 9., the amount to be reserved as working stockholders who may associate with zation meeting.
1911, and being Serial No. 607,539.
capital; to determine the times for them, and said corporation, do hereby
It is expected to hold a nr c'i
To transact all business in connec the declaration and payment and the declare, that there shall be no stock larger
gathering next year. Albuq'vtion with the manufacturing, market-ing- v amount of each dividend on the stock, holder's liability on account of any
was named as the r.cxt wi'i-ln- g
selling, bartering or exchanging and to authorize and cause to be ex- stock issued by said corporation, and
piace. These state organization..-oin the United ecuted mortgages and lien a upon the that all stockholders of said corpora
of said
postmasters are formed to hold rn- Staites of America, the Territories the real and personal property of this cor tion shall be exempt from ' all liabil nual meetings in the intccst of tie
District of Columbia, Dependencies or poration, provided always, that a ma- ities on account of any stock issued members, to discuss
(U
Possessions thereof, and in all foreign jority of the whole board concur there to, or held by them, except such liabil- sired and to communic3e as a body
'
in.
countries.
ity for the amount of capital certified directly with, Washington on matters
To establish, maintain and operate
Pursuant to the affirmative vote of to have been actually paid in property of importance regarding the servir-sbranch offices, agencies, manuracto- - a majority of the outstanding capital or cash at the time of the commence- They are aided and favored by t!to
ries, depots and warehouses in fur- stock of this corporation at a stock ment of business, as provided for and postofflce department which in this
tbeuance of the business and for the holders' meeting duly convened, to in accordance with the incorporation case, as in others, grantetd euh postconvenience of this corporation,1 in sell,' assign, transfer or otherwise dis- laws of the said Territory of New master a week's! leave of absence .
any of the places, or countries above pose of the property, including the Mexico, under which said corporation attend the meeting.
'
gre-- . ified, and to conduct, carry on franchise of the corporation as an en is organized.
The association yesterday complet
and maintain all of Baid objects and tirety, provided always, that a major
In Witness Whereof, the said incor- ed its first annual session at Albu
business either as a principal or as an ity of the whole board concur therein. porators have hereunto set their hands querque.
The corporation reserves the right and seals this 4th day of October, A.
agent.
Among the postmasters represent'
To apply for letters patent for the to amend, change or repeal any provi- D. 1911.
ed in the convention were F. O. Blood,
in all foreign coun sion contained in this certificate in
Davis
ISAAC DAVIS,
(Seal) East Las Vegas; John M. Wiley, Silver
' WM. H. SPRINGER,
tries and under such foreign patent the manner now or hereafter prescrib-- l
(Seal) City; Luis Garcia, springer; UTeu
to have and excercise all rights to ed by the statute for the amendment
WILLIAM P. SOUTHARD, (Seal) Baldwin, Datil; W. A. Davis, Clovis;!
ROBERT L. M. ROSS,
manufacture, sell, barter or exchange of the certificate of Incorporation.,
(Seal) L. E. Kittrell, Socorro; Frank Hill,.
Xiifhi-MtHM'ttiH &ramfti&
kSwj?jvjUmia-u- S
jtiAakuaMiiwMBi
"
In witness Whereof, we have hereWM. E. GORTNER.
said device, or to have the same man
(Seal) Raton; A. H. Rockafellow, Roswell;
ufactured by others, or to lease or let unto set our hands and seals this Territory of New Mexico,
F. E. Woodford, Guam; II. D. Green
Harvest Scene on the Mesa.
ss
out the rights to others to manufac- 4th day of October, A .D. 1911.
of
San
Miguel,
assistant postmaster, Deming; Geo,
County
(Seal)
ISAAC DAVIS,
ture, sell and barter said
On this 4th day of October, A. D. L .Bradford, Dawson; Spence Hardie,
(Seal) 1911, before me a
WM. H. SPRINGER,
READY FOR TAFT.
parade to Golden Gate Park, where
To acquire, hold and possess, by
NEW GOVERNOR GENERAL.
Notary Public in Vaughn; Edward Pennington, Demsuch
P. SOUTHARD, (Seal) and
Oct. 13. The the president will be the central fig- purchase, lease or otherwise,
WILLIAM
,
San
Gal.,
Francisco,
High-nes- s
13.
His
of
Oct.
for
the County San Miguel, and ing; N. D. Myers, Estancia; E. C
Royal
Quebec,
ure in the ground breaking ceremon real estate as may Ibe found! necessary
(Seal)
ROBERT L. M. ROSS,
of New Mexico, personally Burke, Santa Fe; E. S. Mactavish,
the Duke of Connaugiit, the suc- most elaborate arrangements have
Territory,
enies for the Panama-Pacifiand
(Seal)
for
and
the
to
WM.
made
for
been
E.
GORTNER,
exposition.
or
in,
reception
beneficial,
incidental,
as
genof
Earl
Gre
governor
cessor
appeared Isaac Davis, William H, Magdalena, and Postofflce Inspector
In the
there will be a
eral of Canada, landed from the tertainment of President Taft fromo val andevening illumination ofcarni the business of this corporation, and Territory of New Mexico,
Springer, William P. Southard, and P. J. Moran.
the j t0 erect thereon, maintain, operate
general
hour of his arrival in San
County of San Miguel, ss.
Robert L. M. Ross, to me personally
Steamship Empress of Ireland this the
this evening until his departure downtown section. After attending!
On this 4th day of October, A. D. known and known to be the persons ALL YOU NEED IS A
uge buildings of all sorts, ma- morning amid a salute of guns from
citicnurch sunoay morning the President ( chhieTy( mechanical devices and con 1911, before me, a Notary Public in
night. A
the citadel and the tumultous demon- for Los Angeles SundayPalace
described in and who executed the
Hotel is will be taken in charge by an enter trivances,' motive power of all descrip and for the County of San Miguel and
stration of thousands of people zens' banquet at the
certificate of
foregoing
in
Tomerit
ic
committee
and escorted
as well aa to lease, use, main Territory of New Mexico, personally of stockholders, and each acknowledg No Sick Headache, Bilious Stomach,
massed upon the wharves and the ter- the initial feature of the program.
tions,
will be a great about the city.
tain and operate buildings and any apepared Isaac Davis, William H. ed that he executed the same as his
raced heights of the city. His Royal morrow morninc there
Coated Tongue or Constipated
welcomed
met
and
by
sort of machinery belonging to others, Springer, William P. Southard and free act and deed fro the uses and
Highness was
Bowels by ( Morning.
official representatives of the Dominin any of the localities or countries Robert L. M. Ross, to me personally purposes therein mentioned and set
Turn the rascals out th 'headache,
known and known to be the same per- forth.
'
ion and driven to the parliament
hereinbefore specified.
the biliousness, the Indigestion,
es
and
staff
his
and who executed
attended
by
house,
In Witness Whereof, I have here the sick, sour stomach and foul gases
To purcnaee or otherwise acquire, sons described in
for
each
of
and
nnliMry.
corted by several troops
unto set my hand and Notarial Seal
turn them out tonight and keep
to possess and exercise the right, to the foregoing instrument,
that he execut- the
Thousands of cheering people lined
himself
acknowledged
and year first above written them out with Cascarets.
letters
granted
other
.. .
.patent
day
any
use,
council
deed
the streets. In the legislative
or ed the same as his free act and
America
of
Millions
men
United
women
States
Seal)
take a
(Notarial
and
of
the
by
therein
chamber, which was deorated for the
T. M. ELWOOD,
and manufacture, and for the uses and purposes
never
.now.
Cascaret
and
and
then
Countries,
Foreign
as
oath
forth.
occasion, the Duke took the
San Miguel County, know the misery caused by a lazy
deal in all articlee of mentioned and set
Public,
sell
Notary
and
buy,
governor general. Tonight, following
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunNew Mexico.
liver, clogged bowels or an upset
merchandise, trade and commerce
a dinner and reception at Spencer
hand and Notarial Seal the My commission expires Dec. 12, 1911. stomach.
to
set
my
or
letters
patent
under,
thereunder,
illumthe
a
drive
through
and
written.
Wood
day and year first above
held' by others, or not patented.
Don't put in another day of disTerritory of New Mexico,
inated streets of Quebec,, the new
Seal)
(Notarial
of Colfax, ss.
tress.
County
Let Cascarets cleanse and regand
to
hold
To
Ottawa
to
purchase,
'
goes
governor general
T. M. ELWOOD.
On this 6th day of October, A. D. ulate your stomach; remove the sour,
shares of the capital stock of this cor
assume the duties of his high office.
Notary Public San Miguel County, 1911, before me a Notary Public in undigested and fermenting food and
poration.
J-t- o
New Mexico.
and for the conty of Colfax and Ter- that misery-makin- g
gas; take the
To make, execute, issue and dispose
INDIANA W. C. T.
commission expires Dec. 12, 1911. ritory of New Mexico, personally apMy
bile
from
liTer and carrJt
your
h
thirty-eightof
JbondB,
promissory
debentures,
Marion, Ind., Oct 13. The
New Mexico, .
peared William E. Gortner, to me out of the system all the decomposed
notes or other evidences of Indebted- Territory of
annual convention of the WoCounty of Colfax. s.
personally known and known to be waste matter and poison in the inness of this corporation, and to pledge
man's Christian Temperance Unioit
A. D. the same person described in and testines and bowels. Then you will
of
October,
On this 6th day
of
as
property
any
therefor,
Unitarian
First
met
in
security
the
of Indiana
this corporation, whether real, per 1911, before a Notary Public in and who executed the foregoing certificate feel treat
church in this city today and organof stockholders and acA Cascaret
for the county of Colfax and Terri- of
w'.tl
sonal or mixed, by mortgage, deed-of- sessions
tonight will surely;
The
ized for business.
aphe executed the same straighten you out by morning. They?
that
knowledged
Mexico,
personally
New
atotherwise.
of
tory'
trust, as collateral or
continue until Monday. A large
box
To purchase, hold, sell, assign peared William E. Gortner, to me per- as his free act and deed for the uses work while you sleep. A
tendance and attractive program comtransfer mortgage, pledge, or other sonally known and known to be the and purposes therein mentioned and from any drug store means a clear
bine to give, promise of one of the
head and cheerfrlness for months;
wise dispose of the shares' of the cap! same person described in and who set forth.
most, successful conventions in the
In Witness Whereof, I have here- Children love to take Cascarets beToinstrument,
and
the
foregoing
while
executed
of
of
state
the
tal
stock
corporation
organization.
buz
history
that he executed unto set my band and Notarial Seal cause they taste good never gripe
morrow afternoon the delegates win
The farmer, l!:c parson, the storekeeper, the judge the owner of such stock t6 exercise and acknowledged
all rights, power and privileges of the same as his free act and deed and. the day and year first above written. or sicken.
listen to an address by Mrs. Edith
and the blacksmith all agree that they owe their youth-fulnes- s, ownership, including the right to vote for the uses and pursoses therein (Notarial Seal)
Smith Davis, national superintendent
EDWIN C. CRAMPTON,
A State Federation of Labor has
mentioned and set forth.
health and happiness to the regular use of Duffy's thereon.
of scientific temperance instruction
I
here
have
Colfax County, New been organized in North Dakota.
Public;
Notary
Whereof,
and
Witness
In
have
To
any
la schools and colleges.
exercise,
enjoy
Mz.lt
as
Pcro
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FaaAcy

Michigan

See Page

Always get the best
barber shop.

Concord Grapes
u

AUplif

Phone Main 193 or Mairkljkp

Sononod and lump Raton

Ceh-ttW- a

COAL AHD WOOD
WHOLESALE AIID RETAIL
v

n

yym

Sawed Wood and Kindling

q Oft Q Qfj

ESTABLISHED

.efaii,

is pow here.!! We are better prepared to please you
'Yhan ever before.

Ludwig Wm.: Ilfeld
Bridge Street

We

r

m.h

i-

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New, Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

,

Our Pride Flour

l
i

Chop

Home Grown
Home Ground

Snorts

Pure

and all ikinds of GrafnfTay
and Alfalfa at

Goad
Beginning
A good

beginning

week's housework,

BUCKWHEAT

your soiled linen

in your
is to get

out of the

way, the quickest and most

ill 4 lbs for 25c

Phone Main 131

your whole week's work will be
made easier.

Just what you want these

A

phone
wagon.
.

call

brings

our

coot mornings.

The Qraaf & Hay ward Co. Store
eii fcioing

J. H. STEARNS

Las Vegas Sfeam
Laundry

pears, Santa Fe freestone peaches, German prunes, plums, Concord
other fraitav

Mission-- and Tokay crapes, Valencia oranges and

We Are Showing Some Extra Fine
Specimen
Plants of

Try

let-tuc- e,

X

This method gives the customer all the new lasts in
to 6 weeks, whereas, Utaes other manufacturers selling
the nsuai way from '4 to 6 months to accomplish the same

I thipg.We

'

will 'gladly show you the line

GREENBERGER
"A 5QUARE DEAL'

--

l!

a

.

and mention Electric Signs
and we will make you a
proposition that will look
good to you.

Las Yegas Light & Power Co.
ii

You

1

saw our line 3

Hoosier Kitchen Cab-

(

inet at the

Fain
We know you want

v'

w

Big

one.

And

nj

v
.

c--

!,.'

there

is no rea-

son why you shouldn't
get one.

tA. if

Adol lar a week puts
a Hoosier in any

The Mnnsier
Special Saves Miles of Steps
for Tin.d Feet.

J.C. JOHNSEN & SON
Exclusive Local Agents

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY
New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

9-1-

CURTISS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director

'.'Birdmen" of international

1911,

4,

.

repute will thrill the crowds for

three days, Oct. 11;

12

and 13.

$iooo "Bull" Durham Stake for 3:1a Pacers
'

raced "Boll" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.

ftase Ball Every Day

Exciting Horse Races

.

Feature Upon Feature
Fun by the Ten
Instructive Departments
Special rates on all railroads.
Isaaci Barth, Pres.
John B. Mclilanus, Secy-Mn-

Flams For SoJe
350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams

Empress
Flour

These rams aie specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them
at
onrranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
thisiall. Would bepleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemakftr, and show .them the rams.
1

For further particulars address,

J. P. Van flouterv Co.

50 to 100 blooms
apiece.
These make fine house plants. In bloom all winter

C. D. BOUCHER

Onion (& Son
Perry
507 Sixth Stret Phone Main 462

Let us furnish you an
Electric sign. Just call us up

of

Sold By

S1.50 and $2.00 each

ELECTRIC ADVERTISING

r.

at our Store

'

but we' can put you onto
the right way to sell goods,
by

;

MARGUERITES

Cauliflower, egg plant, summer squash, pearl onions, green onlona,
dry onions, hone radish root, ripe and green tomatoeav. red an4
green cllB, mangoes, quinces, Virginia tweet potatoes, cabbage,
etc A full line of groceries, meats, Kansas City and native,
and Bakery goods.

rr-r'-r1-

tb

Phone Main 81. 617 Douglas

apple,

In Vegetables

GRANTS MEXICO'S REQUEST.
Sacramento, Cal., Oct. 13. Presi
dent Taft today directed the state de
partment at Washington to grant Der
mission to the Mexican government to
transport troous throueh AmAricnn
territory from Juarez to a point oddo- site Nogales in Arizona. The presi
dent said that there was sufficient
precedent for granting such permis
sion and replied in the affirmative im
mediately upon the receipt of the request from Mexico City.

Sack

GROCER?

Hat on hand tor the convention choice eaUng

--

sat-

isfactory , way, is to have us,
come and get it, this will do
away with "Blue Monday," and

FLOUR

Roller JJius

Line Selling System
Direct . From Factory to WearxrJ

,

A

Bran

The Regal People Use the Straight

B.

W. C. Dennis, the undertaker, today
Finch's Golden Wedding Aye, aged
The best place la town at which to sent the body-- of
Michael Same
In the wood. Direct from distillery
eat Is the White Kitchen.
vojke, who died several days ago at
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
the Las Vegas hospital, to Kansas
Any Benjamin suit in the bouse City. No relatives were located and
El Porvenir hotel Is now open for
to $12.50 at the Hub for 4 the Catholic church took
the winter. Stage leaves city Tues- $17.50.
charge of
only.
days
uo uouy.
day, Thursday and Saturday at 8 a.
m. Passengers Blease Dhoti Main m
The second of a series of dances tn ; Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
or Olive 5174 and we will call for
East, expert
be given by Companp H at the arm- enced caterers, have been
them. M. Romero.
engaged to
ory will occur tonight The last dance demonstrate the wonderful
possible
was well, patronized not only by per- ties of
Majestic ranges." They will be
Colonel R. E. Twitchell writes from
sona enjoying dancing but bv man in tho store of Ludwia
William Ilfeld
Albuquerque to one of his friends that interested In
helping the soldier boys. on. Bridge street all next week an
the first state fair is the greatest ever
The floor Is the best in the city and will serve biscuits and other
good
or as he expresses it, "a hummer."
music has been provided. A things cooked by the Majestic
good
Colonel Twitchell has the record of
pro
la
crowd
large
expected. Everybody cess.
having attended every fair held In Invited.
Albuquerque In the last 31 years an l
rJave Conway, the famous baseball
is quite a favorite In the Duke city.
Both the E. Romero Hose com nan v fart cif Las Vegas, is.
organizing a "one
and the East. Las Vegas department
cylinder" football team that will play
This morning a train of 15 Pullman
answered a call last' night at about the Normal on the- afternoon
cars and chair cars was deadheaded
of
6:15 o'clock at the residence
through to Chicago. The traffic from Cordova on Twelfth avenue. of Nick Thanksgiving day and he hereby IsThe. fire, sues a call for candidates. The
the east is heavy at this time of the which was
only
a small one, was confined restriction on members
of this crew
year, owing to the low rate and large to the fence
and
shed
of
the place is that
be "one 'cylinder" men.
numbers of tourists going to the coast and
the companies made quick work, The firstthey
and other points in the west to spend
is called for 'tomorpractice
the winter, pxtra sections of the extinguishing the blaze without usine row afternoon at the field west of
hose. This is the second fire of this
trains from the East have been run
the Castle high school.
type in the last week and both have
ning through every day and will con- - resulted from
carelessness. But for
tinue until about October 17 at which
Absolute divorce has been granted
the last of the tourists travellns on quick work of the departments they Amsa Watt from his wife, Effle
rates will pass through. This makes would have done considerable dam- Watt through a decree signed by
it necessary to deadhead heavy trains age. This is the time of year when Judge Clarence J. Roberts.
Mrs.
dry leaves are lying around and in
East.
Watt
is
of
several
given
possession
emptying ashes people should be careful that they are cool,' or that nothing acres of land belonging to the couple
E. G. Murphey of this city has beea
inflammable is in the neighborhood. near Roy. Title in the land, however,
as president of the terriis to remain in the name of her
torial board of pharmacy. The board
Mrs. Watt is given the pos
The annual meeting of New Mexico
has completed sessions in Roswell
session of their two children but will
undertakers
and
emDalmers
adjourned
and Albuquerque and Mr. Murphey re.
not be allowed to remove them from
turned home yesterday. The next ses yesterday afternoon at Albuqueraue the state unless
by permission of the
arter
election
of
officers
and the selecsion will be held in Santa Fe during
tion of Albuquerque as the place fo. court. Watt la ordered by the court to
the session of the first state legislafor the education and
ture. Those who were successful ap the next meeting. Thomas. Johnson, provide money
second vice president, was elected support of the children. Suit for diplicants this year for licenses as reg first vice
president. The meeting was vorce was filed by Watt some time upistered pharmacists are as follows:
declared
all to be a big success on the grounds of desertion.
1m
C,
Crawford, of Dexter: W. H. and the by
association
was addressed by
Duckworth of Clovis: E. J. Hubbarri.
a number of prominent funeral di
The board of county commission
of Roswell; J. McChefflin, Artesia; C.
rectors of the state and country. The ers
B. Jamison, Las Cruces A. W. Lever.
likely will hold a special session- convention was attended by represen- soon for the
Roswell; J. F. Rudolph, M. D., Santa
purpose of naming the
tatives from all over the state. The
judges who will serve in each of the
Rosa; J. F. Starley, Fort Sumner: It.
following ,is a full list of officers "elect county precincts
H. "Ward, Albuquerque.
during the election
ed for the coming year: President R
on November 7.
The registration
M. Thome of Carlsbad;
presi- judges appointed some time ago have
vice,
FOR SALE AT PUBLIC AUCTION.
dents, in the order named, Thomas A.
At the home of Mrs. L. ft. Layton, Johnsen of East Las Vegas, C. T. been busily engaged in registerinst the
voters In the various precincts. Lo
1004 Eighth street, at
1:30 d. m. French of Albuquerque, J. W. Peak, renzo
Delgado, clerk of the probata
sharp, Monday, October 16. House of El Paso; secretary, H. C. Strong of
court, is expecting daily the arrlral
hold goods, embracing range, baso Las Cruces; treasurer, Clark
Diliey from Santa Fe of the poll books to be
burner, large refrigerator, sideboard, of Roswell.
used at the first state election. That
bedroom suits, dining room table and
the voters are showing a remarkable
chairs, carpet, pictures, etc. Terms
interest In the election is shown by
cash.
their early registration.

have all the New Fall Styles.

-

187(t
v

Las Vegas

Our New Fall Line of Regal Shoes, complete in every

One Set of Ware Free During Exhibit

See Page 4.
Ramon Gallegos, a merchant of San
Schoonmaker is local agent
Jose, came in this morning on busi
for the Northewestern Mutual Life In
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon ness.
surance company. at the Opera Bar.

THAH

Steam Coal

will be the

The best place in town at which to
eat is the White Kitchen.
R.

PC"
SHO

"REGAL

tak of the town
and we want you to consider this a personal invitation to attend at
least one day. Hot cake and biscuits will be served
every day.
16-- 2

.

Bet

Anthracite Coal all sizes

Alrin

.At our Store all week October

$12.50 to $17.50 Tor Benjamin Suits,
at the Hub, 4 days only.

'

.

at NoletU's

Lost My glasses. Reward.
Appel, 1011 Eigh
St'

40 cents per Basket

THE STORE

4.

Won't You Come to Our Party?
The Majestic Reception

(The Coffee Man.)

ShMmaktr,

N. M.

CLASSIFIED AOS HIT THE BULLS EYE

GCGPio

fas T:d
f

1

)

